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Alive and Thriving

Presidential candidate Pat
Robertson will speak in Tillman
Hall Auditorium at 10 a.m.
Monday. Admission is free.

These are the salad days of Clemson
drama. The classic musical "Purlie" was
performed last Sunday and the Clemson
Players will present "Lysistrata" next
week. For the review and preview, see
page 13.
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Candidates announced
by Andrew Cauthen
assistant news editor

Ken Birchfield/senior staff photographer

Load'er up
A truck is being loaded to transport asbestos removed from Barnett Hall dormitory. The
asbestos removal began in January and should be completed by next semester.

There are eight candidates
running for the position of
student body president, according to an announcement
by Student Government Elections Board Chairman Steve
Chapman.
The candidates for president are: Donald Van
Blaricom, a forest management major; Gil Gregory, a
parks, recreation and tourism
management major; Don
Guge, a financial management major; Jeff Holt, a
management major; Judy
Molnar, a political science
major; E. Lee Moore, an industrial engineering major;
Michael Moore, an economics
major; and Jamey Rootes. a

marketing major. All of the
presidential candidates are
juniors.
Two candidates are running
for the position of student
body vice president. They are
Aubrey Harrell, a junior accounting major, and Michelle
Toney, a junior science
teaching (mathematics)
major.
The seven candidates running for Trial Court positions
are as follows: Leeanna Black,
a sophomore political science
major; Richard Jaynes, a
freshman mathematical
sciences major; Coleen Okner,
a junior management major;
Robert Parris, a sophomore
marketing major; Ravi Puri, a
sophomore financial management major; Drummond Sharp,
see Candidates, page three

Supreme Court overturns Trial Court
decision in student eviction case
by Mark Schoen
editor in chief
The Student Government
Supreme Court on Monday
night overturned a Trial
Court decision to evict two
freshmen from University
housing as punishment for
residence violations.
The eviction sentences
would have been the first time
a student court at the University had exercised its right to
evict students, said Judith
Molnar, Student Government
attorney general. Student
evictions are usually handled
by the Housing Office.
The Supreme Court decided
not to evict Brian E. Kiley
and Matthew "Butch" Miller,
but instead sentenced the
students to 20 hours of service work and probation until
December. If either student
receives another residence
violation during the probation period, he will be evicted
automatically from housing,
the court said.
Kiley and Miller were originally tried by Trial Court
Jan. 26 on charges of abuse
of alcohol and disturbing the
peace. They were found innocent of the alcohol abuse
charges and guilty of disturbing the peace.
The Trial Court handed
down a sentence of censure
and eviction to Kiley and
Miller.

Censure means that the
students were reprimanded in
writing by the court and told
that additional residence violations would be punished
more severely.
Kiley and Miller had been
found guilty of other residence violations this school
year, Molnar said.
Kiley had one previous residence violation and was sentenced to seven hours of work
and given censure.
Miller had two previous
residence violations and was
sentenced to 18 hours and
given censure.
"Their prior offenses had a
lot to do with the eviction
sentences," Molnar said.
"Most people learn after one
or two violations."
But Molnar said she did not
encourage Trial Court to give
the eviction sentences.
Kiley and Miller appealed
the decision on the grounds
that Ravi Puri, a witness at
the trial, had testified while
not under oath.
"If Trial Court is going to
make real-life decisions for
real-life people, they need to
follow real-life rules," said
Bryan Welch, student legal
adviser for Kiley and Miller.
The Supreme Court agreed
to hear the case, but upheld
the lower court's decision.
Puri's testimony was not
relevant to the decision, said
Brent Waldfogel, Supreme
Court chief justice.

The Supreme Court, however, changed the eviction
sentence to 20 hours of
service.
"The eviction sentence was
too severe," Waldfogel said
after announcing the decision
at the trial.
"I'm happy with not getting the eviction verdict, and
hopefully the court will foUow
the proper procedure with future cases," Kiley said.
Kiley has two residence
violations pending that he
has not been to court for yet.
"But I don't see how they
could possibly find us guilty,"
he said. "We had five witnesses that said we were not
[disturbing the peace]."
Miller agreed with Kiley.
"I don't see how they found
us guilty," Miller said. "I
don't know how they could
sentence us to 20 hours."
Molnar said the trial was
fair.
"The purpose of the judicial
branch is to provide a fansystem for student discipline,
and I think they were treated
with all fairness [Monday]
night," he said.
Kiley and Miller said the
trial process was not perfect.
"If there's anyone who
wants to talk to us about the
trial process in general or
anyone who can give us insight into the way Judy
Molnar's new government is
operating," Kiley said, "we
would appreciate it."

Green thumb

Bill Harmon/staff photographer

Darrel Holland gets ready for a plant sale Wednesday
night in Jordan Hail. The sale, sponsored by the Biological
Sciences Club, ends today.

Institute construction underway
by Bob Ellis
managing editor
Construction on the Strom
Thurmond Institute should
be finished by December, a
University official said.
Jack Wilson, assistant vice
president for faculty placement management, said the
contract calls for completion
no later than December 1989.
Carlson Southeast Corp. of
Charlotte, N.C., bid to complete the project by

November of this year.
Inclement weather in
January led the contractor to
change the completion date
from November to December,
Wilson said.
Construction costs for the
Institute will be $4.7 million.
Architecture fees, landscaping and equipment costs will
raise the total figure to $6.5
million.
Construction on the project
began in November 1985.
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Student arrested
for sale
of fake IDs
by Alan Adams
staff writer
Christopher Alston
Calhoun, a 21-year-old University student, has been
arrested by police on a
charge of unlawful issuance, sale or offer of sale of
fake IDs.

police beat
Late last month an informant told University
Police Chief Link that a
student known only to her
as "Chris" was manufacturing and selling false
driver's licenses in apartment S2C Calhoun Courts
The informant then set
up an appointment with
Calhoun under the pretense
of getting an ID made.
She was equipped by the
police' with an audio surveillance device, given $20
with which to buy the ID
and then driven to the
meeting by Officer Amy Cone,
who maintained visual contact with her until she
entered the apartment.
Nearby in a surveillance
car, ChiefXihk and several
other officers were listening to and recording the
conversation between the
informant and Calhoun.

Kemp discusses nation's economy during visit to campus
by Jim Hennessey
staff writer
Calling himself a "Yankee
who votes like Strom Thurj
mond,'' presidential candidate Jack Kemp brought
his campaign for the White
House to the University's
Lyles Auditorium yesterday
afternoon.
Kemp, a nine-term Republican from Buffalo, N.Y., is
the first in a series of candidates to visit the University before the March 5 Republican primary. The series
is sponsored by the Strom
Thurmond Institute, College
Republicans and Young
Democrats.
"This country was founded
on the belief that you can take
an idea and build it into a
dream," Kemp said. "The
idea of taking a risk and
fighting for what you believe
in. America is a country of entrepreneurs.
"The great issue of this
1988 presidential campaign is
this idea of entrepreneurship," he said. "We need to
unleash the talent and potential of the American private
free-enterprise system and export these ideas to the rest of
the world."
Kemp said that three problems that the next president
must solve in order to rehabilitate the American
economy are education, family and the creation of new
jobs.

ELECTION

'88
"We must also develop a
low-rate tax system. I am in
favor of a modified tax plan,
one that would remove the
current, unfair system.
"People should not be taxed
for being successful," he said.
"The rewards and benefits
provided to the current nonworking population are
greater than those for the
working population."
The candidate encouraged
"risk-takers" in the current
economy. He said that
through an abolishment of
the capital gains tax, more
people would be encouraged
to take economic risks.
"President Reagan has
created an entrepreneurial
revolution in this country.
During the past eight years,
14 million new jobs have been
created. More than 750,000
new businesses have been
formed.
"In the coming four years,
we will have to create more
than five million new jobs. To
accomplish this need for new
employees we must create a
need for new employers. The
answer to labor is capital. The
answer to capital is labor."
Kemp stressed the need for
standards in the American

Among the items found
in the search were two fake
New Hampshire driver's
licenses for Kristie R.
Treadway and Christopher
A. Calhoun, two Polaroid
photographs of Leslie A.
Preston and Andria N.
Economy, two Polaroid
cameras, a replica poster of
a New Hampshire driver's
license bearing the name
Leslie A. Preston and
various other tools used to
make the false IDs.
Calhoun was arrested
and taken to the University police department
where he signed a written
statement implicating
himself as the person who
forged the IDs.
He was then brought
before the magistrate, who
released him on a personal
recognizance bond..,
-.

-
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economic system. He supported
returning
the
American dollar to a goldbacked standard. "This
would allow us to get interest
rates lower and to stabilize
the value of currency.
"There is no need to be paying back our national debt at
a nine-and-three-quarters percent interest rate," he said.
"By lowering the interest
rate, we will lower the interest
on our national debt.
"Most Republicans say
that the deficit has caused
high interest rates. It is the
high-interest policy of the
Federal Reserve that has
caused the deficit to be higher
than it ought to be."
The only way to lower the
deficit, Kemp said, is to place
a limit on spending, to allow
the President a fine item veto,
and most importantly, not
raising taxes.
Another method for reducing our national debt, Kemp
said, is to increase national
growth. "Our economy is
growing at a rate just over
two percent. This is absolutely
horrendous. An economy
such as the one in the United
States should be growing at a
rate of five or six percent annually."
Kemp stressed that raising
taxes is not a part of his
policy or that of the Republican party as a whole.
"The Democrats, God bless
them, are on this earth for a
reason," Kemp said. "They

are here to redistribute the
wealth of the American
people. The Republican party,
on the other hand, is the party
that understands this
nation's need to create
wealth.
"During the Reagan administration, revenues in
America are 75 percent higher
than ever before. Revenue as
a percent of Gross National
Product, which is historically
about 19 percent, today is
even higher.
"In 1981, when we passed
the Kemp-Roth tax cut, the
economy was on a decline. We
cut the tax rate by 30 percent,
and hence, the revenue base
has expanded and we have
launched the entrepreneurial
revolution."
Kemp joked with the crowd
by saying, "I want to be like
Rodney Williams in the
Florida Citrus Bowl and
throw on first down. When he
did, we all saw the great
results
[referring
to
Clemson's 35-10 victory over
Penn State]. I hope as president to have the same success."
Kemp referred to South
Carolina's March 5 primary
as "Super Saturday," because he feels that it will set
the standard for the nation's
so-called "Super Tuesday"
primaries of March 8.
"South Carolina is not door-die for the Kemp campaign," he said. "But it is an
absolutely important part of
our campaign."

Camp Placement Day
scheduled for next week

With the money given to
her by the police, the informant purchased a fake
New Hampshire driver's
license from Calhoun and
was instructed by him to
phone the following evening to make arrangements
to pick it up.
When the informant left
the apartment, she was
picked up by officer Cone
and taken to the Clemson
City Police Department,
where she gave the officers
a Polaroid snapshot taken
by Calhoun.
- The photograph shows
the informant standing
beside a poster, which was
made to resemble a New
Hampshire driver's license.
This evidence was enough
to justify a search of
Calhoun's apartment. .
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from staff reports

Ratio of students to faculty at the University:
13 tol.

Ratio of male to female students: 5 to 4.
Ratio of in-state to out-of-state students: 7 to 3.
■

Ratio of Clemson students who consider
themselves above average students to those
who consider themselves below average: 30 to 1.
Statistics based on "Peterson's Guide to Colleges and Universities" except last ratio based
on a "Tiger" survey of 100 students.

The parks, recreation and
tourism management department is sponsoring its 17th
annual Camp Placement Day
on Feb. 23 from 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. in the Palmetto
Ballroom of the University
Union.
This year, more than 50
camps will be represented,
each looking to hire from 10
to 75 people for summertime positions.
Jobs the camp directors will
interview for include: counselors; nurses or emergency
medical technicians; food services, maintenance and program directors; and administrators.
Activity instructors are
needed in a variety of indoor
and outdoor activities ranging from swimming, rock
climbing and horseback rid-

ing to music, computers and
pottery making.
Roughly half the camps
represented are located in the
mountains of western North
Carolina, upstate South
Carolina or northern Georgia.
Four camps are located on
the coast of North or South
Carolina.
The rest of the camps are
fairly evenly spaced across
the Piedmont regions of North
Carolina, South Carolina,
Georgia and Tennessee.
"Summer camp work is one
of the most rewarding experiences a person can have in
one of the most healthy and
positive environments anywhere," said Placement Day
Director Walt Kuentzel.
"Come find a summer job ■*
that guarantees you an experience you'll never forget/'
For more information call
Walt Kuentzel or Charlie
White at 646-7502.

Associate professor seeks to improve state roads
recycled mixes in South
Carolina," Burati said,
While South Carolina "because roads experts are
drivers weave and swerve to not sure that moisturedamaged pavements can be
miss those aggravating pot- used
in recycled mixes."
holes, University faculty conResearchers are concerned
tinue to research ways of imthat moisture-damaged paveproving the state's roads.
Jim Burati, associate pro- ments that are scraped up
fessor of civil engineering and and recycled may result in
recipient of the prestigious poor-quality mix.
Presidential Young InvestiIn previous research
gator Award, won a $186,000 University faculty incontract in January from the vestigators found that
S.C. Department of High- moisture damage in paveways and Public Trans- ments is a high-priced probportation to study recycled lem in South Carolina.
asphalt as a means of repayThe highway department is
ing the state's roads more waiting until j*. Burati and
economically.
associate prqfeissor of civil
v^SThere currently -ts a engineering "Se|ji Amirkmoratorium on the use of hanian conclude their
from News Services

research before deciding most heavily traveled and of
whether or not to continue primary concern. Officials
repaving roads with recycled around the country are realizmixes.
_ ing that interstates aren't
Nationwide, recycling com- holding up as long as they
monly is used as a manner of were supposed to. No one
controlling costs and main- knew 30 years ago that they
taining the grade of the
would be as heavily traveled
pavements.
Burati and Amirkhanian, as they are today."
Today, road repairs cost
known as the "Roads
Scholars" on campus, have South Carolinians an estitraveled hundreds of miles of mated $140 million a year, acpavement and drilled some cording to McRaney Fulmar,
1,3,00 samples of asphalt to state maintenance engineer
conduct their studies.
for the S.C. Highway DepartCurrently, Burati is study- ment.
ing existing pavements on inAlso, bad roads cost the
terstate highways in Charles- average motorist $200 a year
ton, Orangeburg,.2Anderson in front-end ahgnmenfcwork,
and Dillon counties** 5ly increased: tire wear and excess
"We'rgvlooking W the m-% fuel consumption. And pot- ■
terstates because they're the holes keep multiplying.
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ARA planning to expand food service
by Andrew Cauthen
assistant news editor
The campus director of
ARA Food Services presented plans for enhanced
services at Monday's Student
Senate meeting.
David Defratus, director of
the food service, discussed
plans to increase the serving
capacity of Harcombe Dining
Hall by replacing Line 4 with
two separate lines.
To make room for this renovation, Defratus said that all
beverages would be centralized at a beverage station
elsewhere.
These improvements would
increase Harcombe's serving
capacity by 18-20 percent,
Defratus said. However,
these improvements alone
will not solve Harcombe's
overcrowding problems.
"We're concerned that we
might get things out of
balance, that we may have
more serving capacity than
seating capacity," Defratus
said.
"There are times when
there are not a lot of available
tables for you if you come [to
Harcombe] with a group of
four or five friends and want
to sit together," Defratus'

student senate
said.
To alleviate this potential
problem, Defratus said that
ARA plans to remove the
perimeter walkway to make
room for about 200 additional
seats.
In addition to these renovations, Defratus discussed suggested changes in the meal
plans. Under the new plan,
each meal plan will have a
cash value added onto it.
With this cash value, called
a declining balance, students
would be able to buy pizza, ice
cream, submarine sandwiches
and similar foods from a proposed food bar, Defratus said.
The canteen and East Campus Store will become food
bars under the new plan.
The cash value of the lunch
only, five-day and seven-day
meal plans will be $400, $550
and $700 respectively per
semester.
Under this plan, students
will be able to use the meal
cards as usual, and will have
an additional cash value to
spend.
Lee Moore, chairman of the
senate Food and Health Committee, said in an interview

Coming up

Wednesday that the cash
value system is not optional.
However, unspent money will
be returned to the student,
Moore said.
Moore also said that the
meal plans probably would
not increase the full cash
value amount.
In other business, the Student Senate passed a resolution criticizing "a recent
advertisement run by 'The
Tiger' [which] was done in
poor taste."
The advertisement referred
to was a Bareback Condoms
ad in last week's issue of "The
Tiger." At the bottom of the
ad was the statement "offer
good until AIDS is cured."
The senate resolution
stated that '"The Tiger'
should review its advertisements and keep them at a
respectable level. It should
consider whether the advertisement is done in good taste
and whether it conveys a
negative image for the
University."
Donna Earls, senate president pro tempore, said "the
purpose of this resolution is
not to censor 'The Tiger.' It's
not saying that the newspaper should not run these
ads for this product; it's not
saying that the paper should.

Candidates
from page one

a freshman biological sciences
major; and Gene Wilson, a
freshman mechanical engineering major.
There is an informal "Meet
the Candidates" session

scheduled for Thursday,
Feb. 25, from 1:30 p.m. to
3:30 p.m. in the loggia.
Students will have the opportunity to meet and question
the candidates, said Richard
Nicholson, student body vice

president.
Student body elections will
be Tuesday, March 1. A runoff election (if necessary) is
scheduled for Tuesday,
March 8.

Feb. 22

Speech: Presidential Candidate Pat
Robertson. Sponsored by the Strom
Thurmond Institute. 10 a.m.,
Tillman Hall Auditorium, free admission.
Lecture: "Tadao Ando." Presented
by Kenneth Frampton. Sponsored
by the College of Architecture.
8 p.m., Lyles Auditorium, Lee Hall,
free admission.

Feb. 24

Lecture: Vico and Joyce: The
Philosophical Background of Finnegans Wake. Presented by Donald
Verene, professor of philosophy at
Emory University. Sponsored by the
Department of Philosophy and
Religion and the Department of
English. Room 200, Hardin Hall,
3:30 p.m., free admission, reception
to follow.

Feb. 25
and 26

National Collegiate Driving
Championship. Sponsored by the
Campus Awareness Program, Student Government and Alpha Phi
Omega service fraternity. 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. in the west end zone parking
lot behind Memorial Stadium. For
more information, call 2153.
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Experience College Life
To The Fullest.
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Spacious one- and twobedroom apartments designed
to accommodate 2 and 4
students.
Completely furnished.
On-site management.
Planned activities.
Wall-to-wall carpeting and
walk-in closets.
Central A /C and heat you
control.
Large pool and clubhouse.
On-site laundry facilities.
Ample parking.
Only 1.2 miles from Tillman
Hall, witji shuttle service to
and from campus provided.
Plus much, much more.

Apartments available for summer school
and fall '88—Reserve Now!
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New system would make
food services convenient
David Defratus, director of ARA food services, met
Monday with Student Senate to discuss proposed changes
in the meal-plan system which would expand the
University's food service and make campus dining much
more convenient for students.
The focal point of the proposal is a no-option "cashvalue" system that would allot students specific amounts
of money per semester in addition to the normal meal
plan. The money could be applied only to purchases at the
canteen in the Student Union and East Campus Store,
which would be converted and expanded to adapt to the
system.
Students would be able to purchase sandwiches, pizza,
ice cream and similar foods from the stores and use meal
cards to deduct costs from their balances. Unused money
would be refunded to students. Also, regular meal plan
costs are not expected to increase as much as the amounts
of the cash-value credits.
Defratus' cash-value system would prove beneficial
for most students.
The system would allow students whose schedules
conflict with the hours of operation of dining halls to eat
at their leisure. For example, co-op students living on
campus, nursing interns and student teachers, who spend
most of their day off campus, would be able to eat after
7 p.m. if they return to campus late.
And of course the system would make late-night
study breaks more convenient.
Another key benefit of having dining areas other than
Harcombe and Schilletter dining halls would be a decrease
of traffic in those already crowded areas.
There is, however, room for improvement in
Defratus' plan.
Most notably, the cash-value system would be much
more viable if it were more flexible.
Specifically, many students—students, for example,
who are on campus almost exclusively at lunchtime—might appreciate an option to not buy into the cashvalue system. And conversely, some students might want
to pay more money and have a larger credit balance.
Also, the canteen and East Campus Store should
continue to sell products such as personal items that
students would otherwise have to go off campus to
purchase.
The University still lags far behind other major
universities in the diversity of services available, but
ARA's cash-value system would be a big step in the
direction of a more efficiently run university.
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Dole seems to be the right man for job
Despite the fact that we
voters have a pool of mediocrity from which to choose,
Bob Ellis
we must elect a new president
about eight months from now.
Managing Editor
The Iowa caucuses and the
New Hampshire primary have
thinned the pack, as Gen. Alexander Haig, Gov. Pete CBS Evening News anchor
duPont and Gov. Bruce Bab- Dan Rather.
bitt have withdrawn. Several
But Bush's collision with
others ought to accept the Rather is simply indicative of
futility of their candidacies the vice president's (and
and go the way of the general. Rather's) immaturity. A man
The Democratic race seems who perceives victory in a
to have fallen to Massachusetts childish exchange with an
Gov. Michael Dukakis and overbearing reporter is not
Missouri Representative the kind of man I want sitting
Richard Gephardt, and Vice in the Oval Office.
President George Bush and
The area where Bush has
Kansas Sen. Robert Dole failed to score a victory is his
probably will fight for their position as a candidate. Bush
party's nomination.
has not given the electorate
Because I am a Republican, any issue with which to idenI'll dismiss the liberal tify him. He comes across as a
agendas offered by the typical, vacuous politican
Democrats, even though my with his eyes on the prize and
party loyalty is sure to garner not on a set of goals.
responses from indignant
And what bothers me most
Democrats.
is Bush's attitude that he
So that leaves us Republi- somehow deserves to be presicans with a choice of Bush or dent. Not every vice president
Dole. Until now, I have felt has ascended to the presiplagued with the indecisive- dency, and let's hope that
ness of Hamlet. My indeci- Bush does not.
sion kept me from registering
Contrastingly, Dole has
for the Republican primary established himself as praghere.
matic and strong. His exBut now Dole appears to periences as senator would
me to be the best choice prove invaluable if he were
because of his qualifications elected president. Any Reand Bush's lack of qualifica- publican president will face a
tions. First, let's deal with belligerent Democratic ConBush's ineptitude.
gress, but at least Dole would
The Bush people seem to face the men and women he's
believe, for instance, that the worked with daily.
vice president scored a major
The problems our governvictory in his little tiff with ment faces require a cooper-

ative effort between the
executive and legislative
branches. Bush's association
with the Reagan administration, an administration with
which Congress is weary,
would not be conducive to
such a relationship.
Dole, on the other hand, is
somewhat more at harmony
with prevailing moods in congress. One of the senator's
main goals is a program to
produce a balanced federal
budget. Cooperation between
Congress and the president is
crucial if our government is
ever to come out of the red.
Another important point
about the two prominent
Republicans is that both men
are "inside players" in
Washington. But there is also
an important difference to
make.
Bush served in the House of
Representatives, where as a
freshman congressmen he
was assigned to the prestigious House Ways and
Means Committee. Such an
assignment rarely occurs
without some influence peddling. And Bush was also
head of the Central Intelligence Agency.
Super Tuesday and the
preceding South Carolina
primary will likely direct the
outcome of the Republican
convention in New Orleans
late this summer. If we're
lucky, Dole will come out the
winner, and maybe he'll ask
Bush to be his vice presidential running mate.
Bush seems well suited to
that job.

Letters Policy
"The Tiger" welcomes
commentaries and brief letters
on all subjects from its
readers. Each letter and
commentary must be typed
double-spaced and include the
telephone number, address and
signature of its author.
No more than three names
will be run as the authors of a
letter, and group bylines are
not acceptable. The names of
authors may be withheld from
published letters at the

request of the author and at
the discretion of the editorial
editor.
Please send letters and
commentaries to the attention
Of the editorial editor, "The
Tiger," Box 2097, Clemson,
S.C. 29632-2097, or bring them
by the offices at suite 906 of
the University Union. Letters
should be received no later
than 1 p.m. Wednesday prior
to publication.

All letters and commentaries
submitted to "The Tiger"
become the property of this
newspaper and will not be
returned.
The editorial editor reserves
the right to edit letters and
commentaries for length and
clarity. The editor in chief
reserves the right to determine
which letters and
commentaries will be
published.
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Speaking Out

Question:
Do you believe that
Pat Robertson could
actually win the Presidential election?

"Pat Robertson has no
chance of becoming president.
His campaign's legacy may
well be that it will cause a
catastrophic schism between
mainstream and right-wing fundamentalist Republicans. If a
Democrat is elected to the
presidency in 1988, he will have
Pat Robertson to thank."

"No. Basically he has a good
chance of finishing third in the
South, but his national appeal
as a presidential candidate is
limited. His only outside chance
would be if the main Republican candidates, Bush and Dole,
cause more of a rift than there
already is."

"It is a very long shot, but if
people listened to his views
rather than the media's perception of him as a religious
fanatic, he would gain great
support, especially with the
conservatives of the South."

"I feel Pat Robertson doesn't
have a chance at the presidency
because too many people will be
concerned that he will mix religion with politics."
Bill Bacon

Ken Fosaaen

Teresa Hamlin

Bill Mclntosh

Allison Cureton/staff photographer

University manipulating ecosystem for esthetic goals
by Tom Mann
graduate student
Department of Biological Sciences
Extermination of the beavers
dwelling in the de facto oxbow lake
now occupying the former bed of the
Seneca River is only the latest sad
instance of arrogant manipulation of
the erstwhile floodplain ecosystem
in the interest of narrow and
inappropriate esthetic objectives.
Apparently, the University has
elected to maintain the riparian
habitat in lawn, a monotonous
expanse relieved only by the parklike ambiance of the arc of exriverbank graced with a curving
colonnade of river birch trees.
While the overall effect may be
eye-pleasing from afar, maintenance
of this facade (rather than
something more closely resembling a
genuine lakeside forest) entails real
environmental costs which are not
generally appreciated.
(I refer herein mainly to the
sloping land immediately bordering
the lake, not to the practice fields.)
The continued existence of the
river birches was supposedly
jeopardized by the beavers, though
when the pogrom against the latter
was initiated, comparatively few
trees had been damaged. No doubt
the beavers would have claimed
some of the trees.
But a few trees toppled into the
lake would actually improve the
habitat for many species, providing,

commentary
among other things, solid anchorage
for myriad tiny organisms important
in food chains, lairs for the larger
fish at the other end of the piscine
food chain (this is the "structure"
sought by bass fishermen), sunning
platforms for turtles and perches for
a variety of fishing birds.
This list is of course not
exhaustive, but is intended merely
to provide an alternative perspective
of a beaver-felled tree.
And anyway, left to their own
devices, the birch trees (or other
species better adapted to lacustrine
environs) would have long since
thickly cloaked the lakeshore with a
new generation of saplings, no doubt
in numbers sufficient to both ensure
successors and feed beavers.
But to maintain the bank in lawn,
natural succession must be stymied,
and to accomplish this the
University has adopted "scorched
earth" management practices
reminiscent of those employed
during the Vietnam War to deny
Viet Cong sharpshooters the
sanctuary of the lush jungle foliage
bordering Vietnamese rivers.
The lake banks are liberally
drenched with herbicide each year,
leaving a sere, brown swath devoid
of "offensive" emergent vegetation,
brush and young trees.
Doubtless much of the spray falls
directly into the lake (if applied as

recklessly as is the case elsewhere
on campus), and a great deal of it
must wash into the lake during rain.
Additionally, runoff bearing
fertilizer from adjacent practice
fields and an assortment of
fertilizer/herbicide combinations
applied elsewhere on campus drains
into the serpentine old rivercourse.
These contaminants, and perhaps
others of which I am ignorant, have
converted the lake into a
malodorous, euthropic cesspool.
The entire area reeks of "better
living through chemistry"; the
redolence is particularly oppressive
on a hot summer day.
The plucky beavers, which have,
by the way, lived in the lake for at
least the past seven years, deserved
medals for perservering in that
nasty brew, not liquidation.
I'm told that the lake is actually
periodically dyed during the football
season.
Previously I was naively unaware
that lakes are expected to conform
to certain color standards. More
charitably, perhaps the dye is also
used to control certain noxious bluegreen algae, the presence of which is
another indication of eutrophication.
Perhaps the occupants of the
Winnebago fleet parked beneath the
birch trees during the football
season enjoy the status quo.
But maybe they—and the other
folks that regularly use the
area—would prefer swimmable water

Tom Mann
(why not?) containing fish that one
wouldn't be wary of eating, a
watercourse with an abundance of
wildlife and air free of the stench of
biocides.
Surely, with all the expertise
available on campus, the University
can develop more realistic and
environmentally appropriate
landscaping objectives for the old
Seneca River basin, objectives which
can be attained via comparatively
benign manipulative measures.
How ironical that this seat of
learning with departments of
biological sciences, environmental
systems and aquaculture, fisheries
and wildlife manages its own lake in
a manner which accelerates its
degradation, minimizes its capacity
to support an abundance and variety
of wildlife and, I think, reduces its
overall attractiveness to the
Clemson community.

Fraternity hazing exists at University as senseless, unneeded abuse
I would like to know why
everyone turns the other way
when the subject of fraternity
hazing comes up. I am presently a pledge for one of the
"big" fraternities, and I firmly believe that some of the activities that are being done to
me and the other pledges are
really hazing.
The sororities did away
with having to get signatures
because it was considered a
form of hazing, so why do
fraternities continue to do it?
I'm required to get 20 sig»
natures a week, and it
presently takes two to three
hours to get at least three
signatures.
That adds up to a lot of lost
study hours and consequently,
my grades are falling. The
other pledges are complaining
about it and so are pledges
from other frats.
Other activities that are
definitely hazing are the activities that happen on bid
night.
I got beat in the ribs, hit in
the face, and all of that happened while I was trying to
get into the house. Later, I

letters
was blindfolded _and led
around. My pledge brothers
and I were verbally abused;
one pledge was even made to
think someone had vomited
on him.
If it is considered hazing for
a brother to "force a pledge to
drink or eat any kind of liquid
or solid," then my pledge
class was hazed on its retreat.
We were told to keep drinking
beer by the brothers that were
present. Several other pledges
and I got very sick that night.
I am not trying to cause
trouble or anything like that.
I just think that some of the
things pledges have to do are
senseless.
There are other ways for
pledges to meet all the brothers that aren't as time-consuming and demanding as
getting signatures. There is
also no need for the other
types of abuse we take.
I love being part of the
fraternity, and I like all the

brothers, so I plan to put up
with this nonsense because
it's the only way. I just hope
that the IFC and other student groups can find ways
around these problems.
Name withheld
at author's request

Blacks guilty of
racial segregation
That special time of year is
here again. Yes, it's time for
Black History Month, always
secluded from the rest of the
year.
It seems that history is
forgotten in this month, except for those American
events that are most important for that minority group.
It has always puzzled me
that the blacks, who are
always striving for equal
rights, segregate themselves
from American history one
month out of every year.
Racism is a very testy subject. The blacks are always
complaining of being left out,
left behind or forgotten.

I just wish that blacks
would realize that they blend
in with society and history
just as well as anyone else
does.
However, they wish to separate themselves from as
many aspects of the American way of life as they see fit.
I'm quite sure that many
people have seen the Miss
America Pageant. But I
wonder how many have seen
the Miss Black America
Pageant.
It is obvious that blacks
cannot be disallowed from the
Miss America Pageant, but
for a white woman or any
other woman other than a
black woman to be in the
Miss Black America Pageant
would be preposterous!
Last week I saw the
NAACP Awards program.
These awards were given
primarily to blacks for their
work toward "the advancement of colored people."
If blacks were prohibited
from receiving awards during
the American Music Awards,
the Academy Awards, the

Grammy Awards or any other
awards ceremony similar to
these, whites would be classified as racists.
A fellow student asked me a
few weeks ago if I was going
to march for Martin Luther
King Jr.
My reply was, "No thank
you. People are not willing to
walk for Lincoln, Washington,
Kennedy or any other great
leaders of the past, so why
should I march for King?"
I want it to be known that I
am neither a racist nor a
bigot.
I am simply an American
college student who thinks
that equal rights should be
for everyone, and that if the
white people of this country
are going to be blamed for
racism, then the blacks, must
also consider themselves a
major part of the segregation
and separation processes.
For it is the blacks, not the
whites, who separate these
groups.
David Reid
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Research center planned
cultural problems," Snell
said.
"We want a building that
can accommodate several
The University plans to staff members and assistants,
build a $4 million agricultural a demonstration area and
research center near Surfside several research gardens.
Beach to study ornamental However, we are still in the
plants and turf used in land- planning stages."
scaping and golf courses.
The Agriculture Department
has yet to present the
The center is proposed for
plans
for
the new center to the
573 acres the University
Board
of
Trustees. Also, fiowns off S.C. Highway 544 in
nancial
resources
are being
the Myrtle Beach area.
researched before the buildA. W. Snell, associate direc- ing can actually go under contor of the agricultural experi- struction.
ment station, said that a
"Hopefully, the research
research faculty in this area center will be completed in 18
of South Carolina is vital for months to two years if the
raising certain types of plans meet the Board's applants.
proval," Snell said.
The center will benefit the
"The climate, soil and insects near the beach are dif- state's $300 million ornamenferent from those at any of tal plant, greenhouse and golf
our other research facilities. turf industry" while helping
By having a center at the South Carolina find alternacoast, Clemson can help other tive crops that can be used in
areas of the state with agri- rural or urban areas.
by Elizabeth Kersh
staff writer

ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORS
If you are interested in teaching in Alaska, send $10 cash,
check or money order to The Hargraves Agency,
3343 Denali, Ketchikan, Alaska 99901, (907)
225-3095. We will send you the information necessary
to find a teaching job in Alaska. You will receive the most
accurate, up-to-date data on the Alaska teaching
experience from president and owner Darroll Hargraves
who has been a school superintendent in the state of
Alaska for 13 xk years. The information packet you will
receive will detail salaries, retirement plans, certification,
living conditions and much more!

YOU ARE INVITED TO:
AN EVENING OF
CAREER PLANNING
A WORKSHOP TO HELP YOU:
• CHOOSE YOUR MAJOR
• UNDERSTAND YOUR
CAREER PERSONALITY
• LEARN ABOUT
OPPORTUNITIES
• PLAN YOUR CAREER
MONDAY, FEB. 29, 6-9 P.M.,
COUNSELING AND CAREER
PLANNING CENTER
PLEASE CALL 656-2451 FOR
INFORMATON AND TO SIGN UP

BURTON-PRATER

^T ~* ~"J—^"-

real estate ~yj
Ms

— 7--
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RENTALS

VILLAGE GREEN FORT HILL COMMONS
CAMPUS WEST
*************

Calhoun St.—Clemson St. Townhomes
Old Central Road—Freedom Court
322 COLLEGE AVE.

Furnished &
Unfurnished

YOU CAN

(803) 654-3311

prices VoU
can P«y

'*REDKEN

K€*US

X."" or less
8 GREAT LUNCH SPECIALS-Choose from chicken, meat, soup
and salad, balanced up with good veggies. M-F 11 until 3

FAMILY HAIRSTYL.IIMG

$

2.99

STUDENT SPECIAL
COUPON

STUDENT SPECIAL
$ 00

5

OFF

Perms and Bodywaves
with this coupon only
Offer good Monday-Friday
9:00 a.m.-2:30 p.m.

1

ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER

COUPON

s 00

5

OFF

Any Full Set of
Artificial Nails
with this coupon only
Offer good thru month of
February 1988
ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER
1

I

I
I
I

I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

"I
COUPON

STUDENT SPECIAL
s2oo 0FF

$

3.99

Full-service Haircuts
with this coupon only
Offer good Monday-Friday
9:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER

COUPON

s2oo

0Fp

Manicures
Reg. or French
with this coupon only
Offer good thru month of
February 1988
ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER

654-6555
Walk-ins Welcome
358 College Ave., Downtown Clemson
Paul Mitchell

7 DELICIOUS DINNERS always available. Choose between three
chicken courses, country steak, fish or pork chop. Homemade biscuits and
veggies, too.

Sebastian

6 EXTRA-SPECIAL DINNERS always available. INCLUDIN'
CALABASH SHRIMP or All Ya Can Eat Chicken.

Family
Savin's
Kids under 6 FREE —Specialmenu for under 12's. Discounts

for senior citizens.

IF YA AIN'T ET AT PO FOLKS
YER MISSIN' LOTS
Offer valid at Po Folks of Seneca, White Horse Road and Pleasantburg Drive Stores

CALL AHEAD 882-5555
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University's blue cheese may be
produced, sold commercially
by Taso Arabatads
staff writer
The University's blue
cheese might be produced and
sold commercially in the near
future, according to Bob
Gilliland, special assistant to
the president.
The blue cheese currently is
produced by employees at the
dairy science department
and is sold on campus at Ag
Sales in the P&AS building.
Presently, the cheese can be
purchased from Ag Sales.
About 16,000 pounds of blue
cheese were sold last year
averaging $5,150 in sales per
month.
Gilliland said there have
been a lot of talks and proposals in the past by agents
interested in promoting the
cheese commercially.
"We are really considering
it this time because it could
bring a lot of extra funds to
the school that could be used
for research and other educational purposes," he said.
" "We will be in contact with
interested businesses, and we
should be able to come up

with a decision within the
next couple of months.
"We will also try to make
sure that a South Carolina
company gets to do all the
necessary advertising and
arrangements for a licensed
sale. That is because we want
the whole state to benefit out
of this deal by creating new
jobs and promoting the
economy."
The Board of Trustees will
make the final decision after
all alternatives have been examined and recommended by
the Presdient's Office.
The University has produced
blue cheese since 1951, when
it purchased a railroad tunnel
cut into the heart of Stumphouse Mountain.
"The conditions in the dark
and damp tunnel were very
similar to those of the caves
in France where the famous
Roquefort cheese is made,"
Gilliland said.
"The process used here is different from the French one,
and the difference in taste is
probably an analogue of the
difference between Coke and
Pepsi," he said.
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CHANGING BROWN EYES TO BLUE
IS AS SIMPLE AS THIS.
We now have DuraSoft*Colors. the first
contact lenses that can change even the darkest
eyes to stunning light colors.
Go from brown to baby blue. Hazel to
emerald green. Grey to aqua.
Best of all, they're so comfortable you
probably won't know you're wearing them.
And DuraSoft Colors may be worn
daily, or overnight, depending on the results
of your exam.
So come in and try on a pair For vision
correction or just for fun.
And see how simple it is to have
the eyes you've always wanted.

DuraSoftColors.
by Wesley lessen
THE VISION CENTERS
Drs. Bell, Watson & Jenkins, Optometrists

THE VISION CENTERS
Drs. Bell, Watson & Jenkins, Optometrists
123 By-Pass "The Commons" in Seneca • 882-3338
370 College Avenue in Clemson • 654-7980
105 Earle Street in Walhalla • 638-9505
24-Hour Fee & Information Line • 882-9322

riWT 76

cixnson .CATO
Karen Greene
Dawn Chavis
Melissa Huntley

654-882Q

Trekkies, call 654-4817
for fan club information.

Let SUBWAY fill your
prescription*

Sandwiches & Salads

654-1432

341 College Ave,
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Campus Bulletin
CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED—Tire and Oil
Changing experience preferred. Part
tiem hours, flecible. Tiger Lube of
Clemson. Apply in person.
Student Loans—Been turned
down? We can help! All incomes, no
age limits, everyone qualifies!
(912) 242-5525.
FOR SALE-1979 Buick Skylark,
2D, V-6, AT, Ac, AM-FM-Cass,
101,000 miles—looks/runs good.
Solid transportation. Must sell
$1200. Randy 4937 or 882-7898.

Never Lose Your Car Again! Buy a
1973 VW Bus! Call 7827 and leave a
message. (Bus is at 101 Earle Street)
$1400, negotiable.
PERSONALS
Hey Angie and Dena: I'm getting
dish-pan hands! How about sharing
the burden or buying some
PahnoUve? Your washed-up roomie.
Patti—So you finally reached the
legal age. Happy 21st on the 20th.
It's been a glorious five years—may
they last forever. I love you—Brian.

Gamma Phi Beta would like to
thank Signa Nu for making our first
mixer so much fun. We had a great
time, and we hope we can mix with
you again.
Guys: Mardi Gras: Rock The
House! Beads! Cups! Tony's Bar,
Camp Street, SM's Trash Mouth,
Nude Wrestling, Cajun; GL—Mad
Dog, Hellion-Feed me!; SD AND
RM-Hamburger Helper, 30 MPH,
Varsity's, Life, Breaking SC Laws,
Adam and Eve were Apes! Thanks
for the memories! Luv—B. Rash.

J.B.—Jody went out with Amy this
weekend. S.G.
J.B.—Know what I heard? I heard
Jody went out with Amy this
weekend. M.F.
M.F.—Yeah she did! S.G.
Annette, Happy Birthday! I hope
this one outshines the rest. May God
bless you today an all year. Love,
your roomie.
Freckles, I'm sorry and I know we
can make this work. I love you. Boo
Boo.

SUBMIT
SUBMISSION CAN BE FUN
CHRONICLE IS ACCEPTING
SUBMISSIONS UNTIL:
Feb. 21: Poetry & Fiction
March 7: Art & Features
SEND TO BOX 2187 OR
CALL 2833
___

**»*

THE GENOA CLUB

coupon

Head Hunters
Victoria Square

Clemson, S.C.

654-2599

Save! Save! Save!
Mon-Fri. 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-2 p.m.

Style Cut ...
Custom Perm
Redken
Conditioning
Treatment ..

Walk-ins Welcome
. .

Wednesday—VODKA NITE
Thursday—$6 PITCHERS ICE TEA

$8 w/coupon

. . $30 w/coupon

Friday—LADIES: FREE DRAFT & WINE
4-9 p.m.
BAR BRANDS $1.50—7 p.m.-2 a.m.

$5 w/coupon

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
other times by appt. only

Saturday—DOUBLE TOKEN until 12 p.m.
Long Hair & Blow Dry
Slightly Higher

coupon

TypeRight
(next to Jr.'s Shoe Shop)
Professional Typing at
Your Service
• Applications
• Resume's
• Term Papers
• Letters
• Reports

Intramural Sports

388-2 College Ave. 653-7901

The Snow
Ski Club
will meet
Wed.,
Feb. 24, at
7p.m. in
Byrnes
Lounge.

SOFTBALL

Register teams between Feb. 22 and March 2. Play begins
March 7. Divisions for Freshmen, Corec, Women, Fraternity,
Upperclass, and Graduates.

SOFTBALL OFFICIALS

Anyone interested in employment as softball officials, please call
656-2309 or come by room 253 Fike Recreation Center.

STRENGTH TRAINING
ADVISOR

Coach Wayne "Cat" Ford will be available for strength
counseling, equipment demonstrations, and assist participants in
developing strength programs. His schedule will be every
Tuesday from 12 to 2 p.m. in the weight rooms of Fike
Recreation Center.

SPORTSLINE

Call 656-2389 for daily recorded messages.
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Features
Group brings in candidates
the Strom Thurmond Institute, the dozen or so members' most recent undertakFor eight years, America ing is to promote Democrats
in the 1988 presidential
has been under the rule of a election.
Republican president. But the
The group plans to bring
Democrats have hope. The presidential potential Robert
Democrats have hope in the Gore to Clemson soon. The
likes of Michael Dukakis and main focus of the Young
South Carolina's own Jesse Democrats when helping with
Jackson. The College Young such a campaign is "to proDemocrats of Clemson Uni- vide information," as Hicks
versity seek to further this put it.
hope.
_
The Young Democrats' num"The purpose of the Young bers are currently down, but
Democrats is to promote in- Wainscott expects student intelligent interest in politics terest to pick up. "The level
and political campaigns," of ongoing sponsorship tends
club adviser Stephen F. to depend on a political camWainscott said.
paign, and that seems to parTo carry out this purpose, ticularly affect Democrats,"
the Young Democrats have he said, indicating that the
sponsored local political presidential campaign will infigures to speak and have crease membership.
helped with several local
With Dukakis defeating his
campaigns.
closest- Democratic opponent
"We helped Mike Daniels in by 16' points in the New
his gubernatorial campaign a Hampshire primary, the Colcouple of years ago," former lege Young Democrats hope
president Mary Catherine to be a factor in putting a
Democratic president in office
Hicks added.
Working hand-in-hand wjt;h_ in January 1989
by Gene K. Western
staff writer

Adventurers' Guild planning
national game convention
by Benny Benton
features editor
Have you become caught
up in the same old weekend
routines? Are you looking for
some challenging new direction for your free time? If so,
you might consider taking a
visit to the national gaming
convention being held by the
Adventurers'
Guild next
weekend.
The convention, the first of
its kind to be held at the
University, will take place
Saturday and Sunday, March 26
and 27, from 8 a.m. to around
6 p.m., and will feature competition in the games "Dungeons and Dragons," a roleplaying game, and "Champions," a super-hero type
game.
In addition, the group
hopes to have a competition
of miniature character
makers.
According to Mike Jack-

son, president of the Guild,
the miniatures should be of
particular interest to the
public, and especially collectors of miniatures, because
of the intricate work involved.
"The miniatures will include war re-enactment figures and various 'Dungeons
and Dragons' characters," he
said. "Many are detailed
right down to the expression
in the eyes. They're very impressive pieces of work."
Although the group had
originally planned for a small
group of contestants, the convention registration list has
now grown to include game
enthusiasts from all over the
U.S.
"We are expecting as many
as 150 people from all over
the U.S.," he said. "People
from as far away as upstate
New York have already registered for the convention.
"We had originaUy planned

TfSSF?
f^chard Cfotidrdt

Southern primaries crucial for Democrats
by Matthew DeBord
staff writer

—*—

ELECTION
The seven-candidate
Democratic field began to
thin out in the aftermath of
the Iowa caucus and this
week's New Hampshire primary, leaving the voters
perhaps five genuine candidates coming into the
South Carolina and Super
Tuesday primaries.
Most political observers'
expectations were confirmed
when Massachusetts Governor Michael Dukakis cruised
through New Hampshire with
a victory margin of around
15 percentage points.
Dukakis' position as the
governor of a neighboring
state gave him instant name
recognition and a readymade platform that emphasized the benefits of the
Massachusetts economic
revitalization on New
Hampshire. He simply did
not have to play the image
game like the other candidates.
The real battle in New
Hampshire was for second
place, between Missouri
Congressman Dick Gephardt
and Illinois Senator Paul
Simon. Gephardt and Simon
finished first and second,
respectively, in Iowa, and a
strong showing in New
Hampshire was critical to

'88
the momentum of their campaigns with the race moving
South.
We'll look at the Democrats in a slightly different
manner than we looked at the
Republicans last week and
the week before. This week
we'll just study the three
top finishers in Iowa and
New Hampshire—Dukakis,
Gephardt and Simon—and
next week we'll present
Jackson, Gore and whoever
else is left.
Michael Dukakis
Dukakis can rightly claim
responsibility for the "Massachusetts Miracle," or the
economic resurrection of the
Massachusetts industrial
economy. He did so by
attracting technical and
defense industries to his
state, but he also presided
over a tax hike that led some
to label the state "Taxachusetts." A more profound problem stemming
from this revitalization is
that Dukakis can't run
round knocking the rightwing, Reagan military
buildup and stay consistent,
because the increases in de-

fense spending greatly
ereatlv benefited Massachusetts. Consequently, he has had to adopt
a relatively firm stance on a
strong defense.
The Dukakis imagemakers have tried hard to
portray their man as an individual who had to strive
against economic and ethnic
adversity. Almost every
Dukakis speech makes some
reference to the fact that his
parents were Greek immigrants, and that he knows
what the common man feels
like as a result. He complements this approach by
wearing bargain-basement
suits and emphasizing his
commitment to family.
The
big
Dukakis
strengths—background,
economic successes—may
lampoon him in the South,
where anyone with a name like
Dukakis coming from the
quintessential Northern,
liberal state is going to find
the campaign trail pretty
rough
Dick Gephardt
Gephardt proved that he
has the organization to
engineer a strong victory in
Iowa, but he also showcased a
political message that the intelligent Iowa voters found
viable. Additionally, his media
image came across well. Resee Democrats, page 10

Project focuses on immune system

see Convention, page 11
by John Padgett
staff writer
AIDS research is getting a
lot of publicity these days,
but there are still projects
dealing with older, more common diseases. Microbiology
professor John Lawson is
heading projects searching
for treatments to two such
diseases: arthritis and cancer.
Lawson, who has been at
Clemson for nine years, is the
supervisor of two research
projects dealing with
immuno-enhancers, chemicals
which enhance the body's immune responses. Both projects are concentrating on the
effect of dimethyl glycine, or
DMG, which studies here and
elsewhere have shown will enhance the immune response to
all kinds of infectious
organisms.
"Most of the ones that have
been used experimentally cannot be used clinically because
they tend to be very toxic,"
Lawson said. "They have to

profile
be delivered by injection, and
they don't seem to be too
efficacious.
"But DMG is a natural substance produced in many of
your dark green and yellow
vegetables. It's produced by
the liver, so it's a natural substance produced in your own
body, and it's available as a
natural substance in health
food stores." In a paper he
presented last spring, Lawson
demonstrated that DMG
enhances the immune
response against typhoid
fever and influenza.
The more promising work
seems to be in the area of
melanoma, a skin cancer commonly called black mole
cancer. "This skin cancer differs from most in that it
rapidly spreads throughout
the body, usually to the heart
and lungs," Lawson said.
"It's one of the more serious
cancers; all cancers are

John Lawson
microbiology professor

serious, but this one is a real
killer."
In experiments with mice,
Lawson's research has pinpointed an immuno-enhancer
which may inhibit the metastasis, or spreading throughout the body, of melanoma
cells. The metastasis, particularly to the heart and
lungs, is what kills.
The other research project
Lawson is working with deals
with arthritis. "We're looking
at various immuno-enhancers
to find out what effect these
enhancers will have on the
development and progression
of arthritis," he said.
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Democrats
from page nine

member those television shots
in which Gephardt, sporting a
hooded sweatshirt and a John
Deere cap, addressed a throng
of farmers? George Bush was
so taken that he headed for
New Hampshire and drove
some heavy machinery.
Gephardt's principal claim to
fame is his role in the 1985 tax
reform legislation, which
employed some of his theories.
He has avoided tax hike rhetoric in his speeches so far, but
one wonders if he can keep it up.
Some commentators maintain
that Gephardt designed too
much of his campaign to win
Iowa and that he will pay the
price for the early victory later.
He did win the dogfight with
Simon for second place in New
Hampshire, however, and New
Hampshire and Iowa are two of
the most dramatically different
states in the union.
Paul Simon
Paul Simon has succeeded in
doing what many Repub-

licans thought possible; he
has brought back the New
Deal. Whether or not he will
convince enough voters in
enough primaries that the
New Deal still makes sense remains to be seen. He is not a
very telegenic man, but his
horn-rimmed glasses and bow
ties seem to have given him a
curious sincerity.
Basing a fair amount of his
message on his background,
Simon has reminded voters
that he has solid foreign
policy experience, acquired
during his stint as a" newspaper reporter and in his
years in the Senate, the more
foreign-affairs oriented House
of Congress. He supports increased educational spending,
as do all the other Democratic
candidates, but Simon's proposals are more sweeping farming education at the expense of defense, for cuts and
spending in federal other
areas.

Look Great For Spring Break!

Women's

Spring Interview Suits

10% off
to Students

College Place Mall
405 College Avenue
Telephone 654-2680

CAREER SEMINAR
GIVEN BY

SHERWOOD CAPITAL, INC.
A NATIONAL STOCK BROKERAGE FIRM
A CAREER IN THE STOCK MARKET
LEARN HOW YOU CAN ENTER THE EXCITING AND
LUCRATIVE WORLD OF THE PROFESSIONAL STOCK
BROKER. DUE TO EXPANSION WE ARE SEEKING
CREATIVE, INTELLIGENT INDIVIDUALS WITH AN
INTEREST IN THE FINANCIAL SERVICES INDUSTRY.
IF YOU HAVE SALES ABILITY, AND ARE SEEKING AN
ENVIRONMENT THAT WILL ALLOW YOU TO GROW:

Get your hair in shape
for those nice warm days.
Use these coupons below
and save.

Styles
Unlimited'
Of Clemson

COME SEE US
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
THURSDAY, FEB. 25 • 6 P.M.
SIRRINE HALL • ROOM 364

654-1902
NEXT TO RJ's HOTDOGS

Haircuts
$

Navy, Black, Camel

DISTINCTIVE WOMEN'S FASHIONS
in Clemson for over 42 years

%JO

& up

00

MEN'S
7 & up
WOMEN'S . $10 00 & up

Body Waves & Perms

EXPIRES 3-4-88

Includes cut & style
EXPIRES 3-4-88

IF YOU ARE NOT ABLE TO ATTEND THE SEMINAR AND WANT
MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:
SHERWOOD CAPITAL, INC.
621 LYNNHAVEN PARKWAY
SUITE 220
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23452

FIND OUT
WHERE
YOU'RE GOING
BEFORE YOU
GET THERE.
With SIGI PLUS computerized career planning you can
find out key facts on hundreds of professions. You can
check salaries and employment opportunities, find out the
skills you need. You can even get samples of different kinds
of resumes to write. See what's waiting for you out there.
Stop in at your counselor's office now.

M^g* COMPUTERIZED
^ IfJ j CAREER PLANNING
^=7^^^
Counseling & Career Planning Center
|^^^^ Alumni Park • Across from Redfern
===^==F
656-2451

4iut
tyMRKf LUNCH MENU
READY IN 5 MINUTES. GUARANTEED:
PERSONA!. PAN PIZZA*
Freshly made lunch-size pizza saved piping hoi in its
own pan.

PEPPERONI
$, 89
SUPREME
$2.39
Pepperoni, pork lopping, beef lopping,
mushrooms, onions and green peppers.
Add «L59 for salad and medium aoft drink or Iced lea to above Items

ADDITIONAL LUNCH SELECTIONS
FuN size pizzas, pasu and ho. garlic bread are avaiiable a, lunch. Please ,« our dinner menu.
BIG TOPPER* PIZZA
$2.89
Over 1/3 larger than a Personal Pan Pizza*
Pepperoni. pork topping,
beef topping, Italian
sausage, mushrooms,
onions and green peppers.

SANDWICHES Served with poialo chips
Pizza Hur» Supreme
Ham and salami slices, cheese, lettuce
tomatoes and vinaigrette dressing.
Ham n Cheese

BEVERAGES fpfpBjg

PERSONAL PAN PIZZA' 11 AM-1PM

Personal Pan Pizza» with any of your favorite
loppings. They'll lake just a few minutes more
than the 5-minute features.
Deluxe Cheese Pizza
Each Additional Topping

Soft Drinks
Milk
Iced Tea (free refills)
Coffee (free refills)

$1.59
$.30

Small
$.6S

w 29

-3 29

REFILLS 25C

Mrtliuni

Large

htrlnf

$.70 $.75
$.50
$.65
$.50

$2.50

$.90
$.95

$3.89
$3.99

DRAFTBEER
Add $ 1.59 for Salad and medium soft Drink or Iced
tea to above Items.
SALAD BAR Fast and Light
With a Meal (one trip)
As a Meal (all vou can eal)
Children (under 12)

$1.50
$2 49
j 99

Premium
Premium Light

-^ST "~d ——i- y—«

(LUNCH MENU ITEMS AND PRICES VALID MONDAY - SATURDAY 11:00 AM - 4:00 PMI

CLEMSON
PIZZA HUT®
CARRYOUT 654-8692
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THE BEST SWEATSHIRT EVER BUILT!
That's Russell Athletic.

All Hooded
Sweatshirts

25% off
j» wjSLjS** JK * -

'*■»■»

Misses Sweatshirts

30% to 50% off
/

R

RUSSELL
ATHLETIC

Qreei^ Qattery
353 College Avenue Clemson, S.C. 29631
(803) 654-6784
An additional 5% discount
if you mention this ad

Kevin Taylor/staff photographer

Under control
Professor Verner Burkett demonstrates basic robotics
to visiting middle-school students as a part of a week-long
"History of Technology" program sponsored by the Department of Industrial Education.

Convention
from page nine
for a small gaming convention. However, we advertised
the convention in "Dragon"
magazine, a worldwide publication of TSR, the company
that manufactures 'Dungeons
and Dragons,' and the
response was tremendous.
The game store Boardwalk
and Park Place also helped a
lot with publicity and advertising in Greenville."
The number of participants
and the quality of events is
epecially impressive considering the small size of the
organization itself.
"The Adventurer's Guild
will be sponsoring the convention by itself," Jackson said.
"For that reason, it has
meant a lot of work for our 33
members."
Jackson said that the appeal
for such a competition is as
much for an increase in
knowledge as it is for entertainment.
"The people who are involved
in the competition and the
organization are those who
are looking for mental
challenge," he said. It's really
tough to get out of some of
the situations in which your
character finds itself. The
degree of thought for these
games are much like it is for
chess. The brain has to be
well exercised in order to do
well in these games."
Jackson said that the
organization is open to
anyone who is interested. The
only requirement is that the
member must not miss two
meetings in a row, or he will
be considered inactive.
The convention itself is also
open to anyone who wishes to
participate. The cost is four
dollars admission and three
dollars per tournament event
entered. However, if anyone
is interested only in viewing
. the miniatures or the computer programs, they can
simply drop by at no cost.
Jackson said that the group
hopes to make the event an
annual affair. If this year s
response is any indication,
gaming conventions may
become one of the campus'
more popular events.

MAZZIO'S MEANS MORE

LUNCH
The $1.99 Lunch
Order any One of the following:

• Mini Pizza (one topping) • Cheese Nachos • Hot Ham & Cheddar Sub
• Small Spaghetti • Submarine • Small Lasagna

All-You-Can-Eat Salad Bar
$1.99 during Lunch

THE $3.59 SPECIAL

Any Mini Pizza, Small Pasta, or Submarine, plus our All-You-Can-Eat Salad Bar

251 Victoria Square
1
FREE
"$1.99 LUNCH"
Buy one of our $1.99 or $3.59 Lunch specials
and get a "$1.99 Lunch" FREE. Offer good
from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m, Monday thru Friday.

One coupon per customer.
Void with other offers.

654-9243
Your Favorite Mazzio's Pizza

$3 or $2 OFF
Use this coupon for $3 OFF a Large or
$2 OFF a Medium Thin, Original or Pan
Crust pizza at Mazzio's.
One coupon per customer.
Void with other offers.

.J
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TONITE! in Edgar's

Del Suggs
9:00 p.m.
Only $1
Opening act:
David Smith
Winner of the
College Comedy
Competition

MOVIES ... at the Y-Theatre
Feb. 18-20
"Roxanne"
7 & 9:15
$1.75

Feb. 21
"The Road Warrior"
7 & 9:15
Free Flick!

Feb. 25-27
"RoboCop"
7 & 9:15
$1.75

Feb. 28
"Pee Wee's Big
Adventure"
7 & 9:15
Free Flick!

Come and listen to Del Suggs' Saltwater Music.

He's

great!

Critics

compare

him

to

Jimmy Buffett, James Taylor and Paul Simon.

Are you ready to get involved in
campus activities?
NOW is the time. We are now
taking applications for positions on
the Union Board.
Come by the Program Office (in the
Loggia) to get more info. Sign up
for interviews by 12 p.m. on
Monday, Feb. 22. Interviews will be
Feb. 22# 23. No experience
necessary. All undergraduates with
a 2.0 GPR are qualified.

Do you like cold, dark places?
Are bats some of your best friends?
You'll love SPELUNKING
Feb. 26-27 • $20
Sign up at the Info Desk
This trip will be exploring
Grandstaff Cave in Tennessee

Greenville-Spartanburg Airport
Shuttle
Spring Break 1988
CU to Airport-Friday, March 11
accommodates flights departing from 11 a.m.
Airport to CU-Sunday, March 22
accommodates flights arriving BEFORE 10 p.m.
COST: $10 before deadline
$15 after deadline
Sign up by 4:30 p.m. Friday, March 4
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Entertainment
'Purlie' thrills audience with music, comedy
by Terry E. Manning
staff writer
New York's Daedalus Productions brought the classic
musical "Purlie" to Clemson
last Sunday evening. The presentation proved to be one of
the most entertaining programs seen here in the past
few years.

_

..

.

Mitch Mitchell/staft photographer

Purlie points something out to Lutiebell during last
Sunday night's performance of the Broadway musical
"Purlie" in Tillman Hall Auditorium.

Clemson Players to present
classical Greek comedy
by Taso Arabatzis
staff writer
"Lysistrata," an ancient
Greek classical-era comedy by
Aristophanes, will be presented by the Clemson Players Feb. 23-27.
According to director Tony
Evans of the Department of
Performing Arts, it is time for
Clemson to bring a controversial, classical play to the
stage to stimulate student
body interest.
"It has been about 15 years
since this play was presented
at this school, and we needed
something that is different
from the Victorian type of
plays we have been used to
seeing," Evans said.
"Lysistrata" focuses on the
women of Athens, who are
tired of their husbands' constant fighting with the Spartans. The women decide to

withhold all sexual activities
from their mates.
Evans agrees with Aristophanes' idea that the Peloponnesian War was useless. "I
like the way Aristophanes
chose to bring his idea to the
Athenians. He placed it at a
very personal level, between
husband and wife.
"In doing this, he established his idea about war and
peace very clearly," Evans
said. "As every translation of
a Greek play is interpretive,
and there have been many different ways of handling the
sexual language of this play, I
have chosen a translation that
most closely parallels my own
ideas about this matter.
"I also believe that the
translation is accessible to the
American audience," he said.
Evans also added that he is
pleased to have the largest
student cast ever used in a
Clemson Players production.

The musical, based on Ossie
Davis' comedy "Purlie Victorious," centers upon
Purlie's returning to the land
of his childhood in order to
claim an inheritance. Since
the actual benefactor has
died, Purlie has enlisted the

The characters were played
with engaging enthusiasm.
As Purlie, Jeff Reid was every
aid of a look-alike who will im- bit the pretentious but goodnatured preacher trying
personate the deceased.
The hoax has to be carried to reopen his church, Big
out, however, in front of the Bethel. He displayed an
01' Cap'n, who is the owner of amazing amount of naive, bigthe plantation Purlie grew up eyed vigor; his Purlie was
on and the holder of the in- very believable.
Another highlight was the
heritance money. Purlie,
along with Missy and Gitlow, performance of Natalie
push the young Lutiebelle English as Missy. A member
Gussie Mae Jenkins into fol- of the national touring comlowing through with the pany, she played her role well
charade. The ensuing plot and sang beautifully, albeit in
twists, the musical numbers places where her talents were
and the hilarious dialogue not spotlighted. Steven
made for a very, very enjoyable night.
see Purlie, page 14

play review

Campus Highlights

in
Theater

Concerts

The Clemson Players will present the Greek
comedy "Lysistrata," Feb. 23-27 at 8 p.m.
and Feb. 25 at 3:30 p.m. in Daniel
Auditorium. Admission is free to students.

The University Jazz Ensemble will give a free
concert tonight at 8 p.m. in Tillman Hall
Auditorium.
Del Suggs will perform his own brand of
"Saltwater Music" in Edgar's tonight at
9 p.m. Admission is $1.

Y-Theater A change in schedule makes '' Roxanne,'' starring Steve Martin and Daryl Hannah, this
weekend's feature. Shows are at 7 and
9:15 p.m. and admission is $1.75.
The free movie Sunday will be "The Road
Warrior," starring Mel Gibson. Shows are at
7 and 9:15 p.m.

Hitchcock jumps to major label with 'Frogs'
by Tom Meares
entertainment editor
Combine pulsating bass
lines and addicting melodies
with wacky lyrics like "Your
mother is a journalist, your
father is a creep/They make it
in your bedroom when they
think you're fast asleep," and
you have Robyn Hitchcock,
one of the most intriguing artists of our day.
Robyn Hitchcock lives in a
different world than most of
us. His is a subconscious
world inhabited by playful
crustaceans, personified fish
and men with lightbulb
heads. The impetus of his
songwriting is the organic
rather than the political.
"To go into 'issues' at the
length they merit requires the
depth—and double-talk—of a
politician," he declares in his
"Manifesto" liner notes.
Hitchcock has described his
writing method as "dreaming
in public."
As founding father of the
semi-legendary Soft Boys, he
became a key force in the so.jcalled psychedelic revival of
the mid '70s. Through the
course of his seven solo
albums, however, he has
'existed in relative obscurity,
despite critical raves that
have deified him to ridiculous
r proportions.
The Englishman's majorlabel debut, "Globe of

album review
Frogs," is unlikely to change
much of that, but it just
might. This is his most accomplished work to date—not
quite as catchy as 1985's
"Fegmania!" but much more
solid than his last effort,
"Element of Light."
"Globe of Frogs" begins
with the steady "Tropical
Flesh Mandala," a hodgepodge of unlikely riffs that
somehow emerges as a danceable number. Hitchcock's
endearingly eccentric nature
remains intact throughout
the album. "On the night the
creature came ashore/
someone told Joanna what
they're for," he sings on the
opening track.
The guitarist Pharoah has
kept his Egyptians a power
trio, with bassist/keyboardist
Andy Metcalfe and drummer
Morris Windsor returning
their services once again.
' 'Vibrating'' centers upon
a simple, two-note hook, while
Windsor adds light cymbal
crashes to create a hypnotic
effect.
Each song on this album is
a separate landscape of
Hitchcock's organic world.
"Balloon Man," the first
single, is his most overtly pop
composition since "Heaven,"
sporting a bouncy bass and
jingle-jangle chords.

Sects triumphs

One disturbing aspect of
Hitchcock's new record is
that he may finally be repeating himself; case in point,
"Sleeping With Your Devil
Mask," an immediately lovable rocker that is practically
a rewrite of 1981's "I Watch
the Cars."
The acerbic wit of the
lyrics, though, is enough to
grant forgiveness. "It's all
compulsion, there's no
choice/My mother's second
name is Jovce/And once when
she was very young/She saw a
cellist being hung."
One of the 38-year-old
singer's previously declared
goals is to strip popular music
down to its very skeleton—to
write a deceptively simple
song, perhaps with just one
chord, but with a universal,
encompassing melody that
would serve as the song's
structure.
Two tracks on "Globe of
Frogs" nearly reach this level
of purity. "Luminous Rose"
is a starkly arranged piece
with a haunting melody;
while the staccato acoustic
guitar plucks on "A Globe of
Frogs" sink to almost inaudible levels—until icy, minorkey, piano arpeggios break
the silence. The latter song is
reminiscent of experimental
pieces from the "Invisible
Hitchcock" album, such as
"Let There Be More
Darkness."

Robyn Hitchcock
unique songwriter

"Chinese Bones," featuring
a guest appearance on
12-string by R.E.M.'s Peter
Buck, is arguably the best
song here; it is certainly the
most beautiful. The song appears to be an odd
Shakespeare tribute. "Watching Romeo dissolve, I was
tempted to join him. . . .
Watching Juliet in blood, I
would hasten toward her. . . .
Something Shakespeare
never said was 'You've got to
be kidding.'"
"Flesh Number One (Beatle
Dennis)" is equally infectious,
while "The Shapes Between
Us Turn Into Animals" is a
droning rocker with eerie
guitar triplets.
All 10 tracks on "Globe of
Frogs" are remarkable in
their own way. One problem
with listening to Robyn
Hitchcock and the Egyptians
is deciding what to listen to;
the lyrics are so enthralling
that they often distract attention from the music.
Give "Globe of Frogs" a
good listen. You just might
become a Fegmaniac yourself.

battle

of local bands
by Sonia Morrow
office manager

—

Seven local bands competed
Wednesday night in the first
annual Battle of the Bands in
Tillman Hall Auditorium.
The contest was sponsored by
the Central Dance and Concert Committee in conjunction with Energizer Batteries and MTV.

concert review
Contestants were competing for a chance to play at
MTV's Spring Break in Daytona. Bands will compete
around the country at various
colleges and universities for a
chance to send a demo tape to
a regional competition. Four
bands will be chosen from
each region to compete in a
national competition to be
held in Daytona Beach, Fla.
This year, beets, a four-piece
band from Clemson, will
represent the University in
regional competition. Sects
offers terrific instrumentation with lead and bass
guitars and drums. The group
also features a female lead
singer who shocked the audience of about 150 into
silence when she belted out
"The Star Spangled Banner"
during a microphone check.
Sects could improve,
though, by using the stage
more and adjusting the mic so
that their lyrics can be heard.
Other than that, the band
showed a good deal of potential and should represent the
University well.
First runner-up in the competition was Rough Mix, a
well-known group around
campus and downtown. This
group played good ol' rock 'n'
roll, and the audience really
enjoyed the performance.
However, the group suffered
the same sound problems that
Sects did.
Second runner-up was
a
surprise as Tucker Redford,
WCCP disc jockey and emcee
for the evening, announced
The Fat Stinking Belgian
Bastards. The group was different. Fuzzv dice and
a Christmas tree-shaped air
freshener made interesting
additions to the lead singer's
see Bands, page 15
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Purlie
from page 13

Casey, as 01' Cap'n, was a
direct hit.
The way he performed his
part played well upon both
the dark and comic aspects of
a tried-and-true racist. While
evoking laughter, his portrayal also touched deeply the
truths so inherent in a
character like the Cap'n.
The runaway stars of the
show, though, were Vanessa
Jones as Lutiebelle and
Gregory Taylor as Gitlow.
Jones made Lutiebelle into a
completely lovable innocent
with a potentially real sensuality. She tapped into the
very essence of the character
and was simply a charm.
Taylor's Gitlow was a surprise favorite. In the earlier
scenes he is portrayed as perhaps being a little power-mad

and Uncle Tom-ish. As
"Deputy of the Negroes," and
as the most eager cotton
picker on the farm, Gitlow
threatened to be merely a foil.
He shows his true sentiment
in his clever asides. When the
Cap'n sighs that he longs for
the day that Gitlow can sing
"that old Nigra spiritual"
over his grave, Gitlow replies,
"Me too, Cap'n."
The staging was sparce, but
entirely sufficient as it served
as the site of Big Bethel, the
01' Cap'n's estate, and the
home of Missy and Gitlow.
With few glitches, the lighting was also handled excellently.
This play was, succinctly,
the best night of entertainment to come to Clemson in a
very long time.

NEW
YORK OUTLET
200 Victoria Sauare, Clemson, 654-3351
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10AM-6PM; Thurs. 10AM-8PM

January Clearance SALE
FAMOUS BRANDS
Jeans • Skirts • Pants • Sweat Shirts • Better Blouses

PRICED TO GO ONLY...

ii

IK
VALUES TO $90.00
Featuring 1 of a Kind - Manufacturer Samples At Wholesale & Below

The CORE/SAAP Committee $
and the
Clemson University Athletic Department

CHINESE RESTAURANT
HWY. 123 (Next to Thunderbird Motor)
DINNER
LUNCH
Sunday-Thursday Monday-Saturday
5:00-9:30 p.m.
11:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m
Friday-Saturday
\«
5:00-10:00 p.m.
Valid only Mon.-Thurs., 5:00-9:30

,°/o

Expires May 31, 1988

CC/I

present

HCC4

Not valid with any other coupon OOT" I OO I

r
WE SPECIALIZE
IN FAST
OIL CHANGE!
•Brake
Service
•Auto
Repair

WE FEATURE
OTHER QILiSill
AVAILABLE

First Baseman
Atlanta Braves

LUBE, OIL & FILTER
•New Oil & Filter/K «4 ^95

•State
Inspection
•Tire
Service

$19

•Fill Fluids
•Check Tires
•Check Underhood

(.PENNZOIL)

Gerald Perry

Plus
Tax

MOTOR OIL

speaking on

"Lifestyles of Athletes"

r

As»T\

CASTROL GTX . HAVOLINE

For

IGER LUBE

OPEN
8 AM
TO

TIRE & OIL CHANGE CENTER
Highway 123, Clemson, SC
Phone 654-1055

THRU
SAT.

MAJOR CARDS
HONORED!

MQN.

•M/CARD • VISA • GULF • Discover
•AM. EXPRESS • Personal Checks

Sunday, Feb. 21
Jervey Gymnasium
7 p.m.
Free Admission
Question-and-Answer Period to follow . . .

50% OFF ALL SKI SUITS
JACKETS
UNDERWEAR
SWEATERS

wmmMM mmm$L

35% OFF SKIS, BOOTS,
A BINDINGS
The Link Between Students and Alumni"

MEMBERSHIP DRIVE
END OF SEASON SALE
Used Rentals—$100 Set

SPORTIN' LIFE
647-5500
Hwy. 123 •Westminster

Applications may be picked up at the Alumni Center
between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
Deadline for applications is Feb. 24.
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Bands
from page 13

guitar. The group appealed to
the audience with some Jimi
Hendrix, reggae and some
candy that they tossed to the
crowd.
In a way, the Battle of the
Bands resembled those
movies you see portraying the
typical college -campus. At
least that was what it was like
when the first band, Next
Generation, took the stage. If
you didn't see the contest,
picture a skull and crossbones
behind the drummer, a lead
singer whose pants were all
but falling off and the pleasant sound of a belch over the
microphone during a song.
Somehow, "Animal House"
seems to come to mind.
The same could be said for
Fair Warning. It was difficult

to tell if the band was playing
rock 'n' roll or having epileptic fits. There was one striking addition to the group and
that was the hairdo of one of
the guitarists. Someone in the
audience commented that it
was a good combination of
Tina Turner, Elvira and
Morticia.
Two more bands competed
and should definitely be
recognized, the first being a
relatively new band, ARA. The
lead singer made the effort to
sing to the entire audience
and looked as if he were
thoroughly enjoying himself
on stage.
October Rain, a three-piece
ensemble of keyboards, guitar
and drums produced beautiful

lyrics and harmonies. With a
sound comparable to Steve
Perry and Phil Collins, October Rain gave an impressive 20-minute set. Although
ARA and October Rain were
mistakenly overlooked in the
judging, these two bands will
be ones to look for in the
future.
The Battle of the Bands
was, to say the least, an interesting show. Keep your
fingers crossed for the
members of Sects. If they.
make it to the final rounds of
competition, they may win up
to $5,000 cash and $5,000 in a
scholarship awarded to the
University plus a professional
recording session in New
York.

Wolff Sun
Semester Special
Visit twice a week
all semester for $89
Visit three times a week
for $129 for all semester
WOLFF SUN CENTER
302 SENECA ROAD
MINI MALL
CLEMSON, S.C.
654-1766

WOLFF <s>
SYSTEM
V S A

•«

The Most Trusted Name
in Tanning
~~J

^^■H

B^ *

BASH
RIPROCKS!

f
■

Monday, Tuesday, Saturday

j $6 Bar-brand Pitchers
*

Wednesday

$1.35 Import Nite

IT

V

Thursday

V
$2 Bar-brand
/ $2.25 Lite Draft Pitchers

II S ?*S'
ilrifj/

OPEN SUNDAY
11:30 a.m.-11:30 p.m.

DELIVERY 7 DAYS A WEEK
Hours: 11:30
11:30
11:30
12:00

a.m.-12:00 midnight M, T
a.m.-2 a.m. W, Th, F
a.m.-12 midnight Sat.
noon-10 p.m. Sun.

Housing Reservation
1988-89
When and Where?
A. March 2, 7, 8 and 9—YMCA
B. March 10 and 11—200 Mell Hall
What and Who?
A. Apartment Sign-up Day—March 2
For all enrolled students wishing to live in
the Apartments for 1988-89
B. Two-Student Rooms
March 7—Graduate Students and Rising
Seniors; March 8—Rising Juniors;
March 9—Rising Sophomores
Needed?
A. An advance payment of $95
Deferred payment requests will need to be
submitted to the housing office prior to the
Housing Reservation sign-up time. Proof of
need is required.
B. Student use card for the 8801 semester
C. A picture ID
Further information will be distributed to all on-campus
students starting Feb. 19. Commuter students can obtain
this information from 200 Mell Hall starting Feb. 19.

THURSDAY
FEB. 25 • 3 P.M

**

CLEMSON
vs.
GEORGIA

®

DRIVE THE NEW DODGE DAYTONA SHELBY Z...AND WIN!
Drive to win! Take the wheel of a Daytona Shelby 1 and put this
Dodge performance machine through a competition rally
course set up on campus. Your lap will be electronically timed
and the student with the best * official score wins a trip to
Daytona Beach to compete in the National Grand finals. Plus
prizes to the 2nd and 3rd place finishers. All absolutely free to
students.

Field is located
behind the
Jervey Athletic Center

2nd Place—$3,000 cash scholarship and use of a Dodge
Daytona Shelby Z for 1 year. 3rd Place-$2,000 cash scholarship
and use of a Dodge Daytona Shelby Zforl year.
"Office* n*V and P"» owarcJ AJ J CTvarfab* at conwlltnn tltm

Entry is easy- -A/sffi" out the entry form at the competition and
then drive to win. Open to any student 18 years or older
who's a licensed driver.
Win a trip to Daytona Beach. Florida during Spring Break,
including your roundtrip air fare and hotel acccrnmodations as campus winner.
National Grand Hnals Awards: 1st Place—$5,000 cash
scholarship and use of a Dodge Daytona Shelby Z
for 1 year.

Dodge

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 25
AND
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 26
101)0 AH - 5110 FH
END ZONE PARKING LOT
FOR MORE INFO. CALL 2153
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Sports Editor

Maybe Lefty can
even read palms
Believe you me, I'm no PTP
(prime time player) when it comes
to not tripping over my tongue on
my way to the basket. What I
mean is I'm not a good talker. I
was just trying to say it like some
of the color commentators around
today would.
For some reason, they try to be
like a classic novel. You really can't
understand them without the
Chff's Notes or the play-by-play
man, whichever the case may be.
Now, I don't get cable in my
modest dwelling on the west side of
campus, so I don't get many
chances to listen to the announcers
on ESPN. But I do receive a strong
enough signal from Channel 21 or
Channel Four to pick up one of the
„worst at this. His name is Lefty
and his game is jive, baby, jive.
What Lefty seems to want to do
is relate basketball talk to the
unlearned ones <jf the world, or at
least the unlearned ones of the
Atlantic Coast. But what he ends
up doing is using his mouth for a
shoe rack.
Take last Sunday for example.
It's bad enough that the Tar Heels
and the Cavaliers were on because
first off I'm a Tar Heel hater, and I
think Terry Holland, the coach of
the Cavaliers, is one of the biggest
crybabies in the conference. But to
top it all off, when I finally worked
the static out of my five-inch portable, there was that laugh.
It was a sly kind of laugh. You
know, "heh, heh, heh." And instantly I knew what to do. I
pumped down the volume on the
television and turned on the stereo.
I had experimented with this procedure earlier in life when Al
McGuire had just started as a color
commentator for NBC. I didn't like
the way he talked to me like I had
no idea of what was going on.
McGuire has improved, and I
listen to him now. He seems to
shed some insight into the game
for me. But I don't think I will ever
turn back on the volume for Lefty.
I just don't see it happening in the
near future.
I realize that it's just his second
season, but he has just become so
self assured that what he says is
right since last year, that I don't
see any hope.
"That's right, J.R., do what your
coach told you to do. Dean probably just told him to relax and
sooner or later he's goin' to wear
those ole Virginia boys down."
Sound familiar? That's all he ever
says—what the other coaches told
their players. I mean, what is he,
some kind of mind reader?
What took the cake for me came
in early January when he called the
later stages of the ClemsonVirginia game "ACC basketball at
its best." Virginia went on to win
the game when the Tigers let John
Johnson run down the court for the
winning bucket. I've never seen
anything quite like it myself.
But then if he's at a game you
are attending, he's even easier to
recognize. He's the one signaling
the peace sign and pointing at you
when you're trying your best to get
on bis nerves. He actually thinks
that people like him when they call
his name. Even when his name is
see Trailing, page 17

Wrenn's recruiting program
among country's finest again
by Bill Vereen
staff writer
After Clemson's recruiting success
over the last few years, Tiger fans are
now asking the question, "Why do we
do so well?"
The answer begins with recruiting
coordinator Clyde Wren, who conducts recruiting meetings, sets up
visits and coordinates campus
recruiting.
However, Wrenn modestly attributes Clemson's success to others.
"The coaching staff does a great job
of evaluating talent, and they, along
with the players, faculty and Bengal
Babes, do a great job of selling Clemson," says Wrenn.
The process of attracting athletes
to Clemson is often a long and demanding procedure. It begins with coach
Wrenn, who sends cards out to high
school coaches asking them to help
evaluate their talent.
The Athletic Department then sends
letters to the prospects, asking if they
have an interest in attending Clemson.
If the player is interested, the
coaching staff further evaluates him
by studying films and attending a
high school game. If both parties are
still interested, the prospect makes
an unofficial visit to watch a Clemson
game.
The coaches then schedule visits to
the prospect's home and hopefully get
the players to make a 48-hour official
visit to Clemson. If everything goes
according to plan, the prospect will
make a non-binding verbal commitment and eventually a scholarship
grant-in-aid on signing day.

Because of Clemson's high academic standards and increased visibility on television, bowl games and
Top 20 polls, the coaching staff was
able to be more selective this year
than in the past.
"Players want to play for a big-time
program like Clemson's," according
to Wrenn. "This year we found people
who were genuinely interested in
Clemson, and we were lucky to get so
many verbal commitments early in
the year."
The increased visibility has also
helped Clemson expand its recruiting
base area of South Carolina, North
Carolina, Georgia and Florida to
cover most of the South and Northeast.
Wrenn said that Clemson doesn't
do anything different from other
schools in recruiting, but the unique
atmosphere of football at Clemson
helps the program sell itself during
the prospect's visit to a game.
The prospect's 48-hour visit after
the season is over is one of the most
important parts of recruiting. Recruits usually come to Clemson on
Friday nights and go downtown with
players acting as tour guides. On
Saturday morning the recruits have
breakfast with the coaches, tour the
faculties and have an academic session with professors.
In the afternoon the players talk to
their position coach and attend home
sporting events, if there are any. In
the evening the prospects and their
parents attend a dinner with the faculty, coaches and, beginning this
vear, President Max Lennon.
Saturday night, the recruits again
go downtown with the players while

Clyde Wrenn
Clemson Recruiting Coordinator

their parents go out with the coaches.
The visit ends Sunday morning at a
breakfast where all players talk to
coach Ford individually.
With the advent of Proposition 48,
academics have become a bigger factor in the selection process. Under
Proposition 48, recruits must take a
core curriculum of college preparatory classes and make a 15 on the
ACT or 700 on the SAT entrance examinations.
Clemson is getting away from
recruiting probable Proposition 48
casualties but will take a chance on
prospects who have taken the core
curriculum but might not test well.
This year's recruiting class has six
players who haven't satisfied their
freshman eligibility requirements as
of the signing day, but coach Wrenn
says that all are awaiting test scores
and he predicts most of the players
will become eligible for their freshman seasons.
For prospects who fail to qualify
under Proposition 48, a new alternative exists. Instead of sitting out
their freshman seasons, the coaches
recommend going to a junior college
so they can play while improving
their grades.

Lady Tigers rip
Georgia State,
face Virginia
on Saturday
by J. Scott Broaddus
assistant sports editor

.

The Lady Tiger basketball team
has a record as good or better than
many teams ranked in the top twenty
by the national polls, and have even
beaten a couple of them soundly, but
the pollsters have yet to include
Clemson in any of their top twenty
lists.
"I don't know what you have to do
to get in there," said Head Coach Jim
Davis of his team's absence from the
latest polls. "We've beaten two of the
top twenty and taken a few more
down to the wire, but we still haven't
received enough votes."
The Lady Tigers raised their record
to 18-6 Wednesday night at Littlejohn Coliseum, crushing the Georgia
State Lady Crimson Panthers 96-64.
Karen Ann Jenkins led the way for
Clemson, scoring 22 points in only 16
minutes. Reserves Jena Barnett and
Lisa Brown had ten points each, and
Cheryl Nix and Becky Hollaway both
put in nine as Davis got each of his 15
players into the contest.
Clemson never trailed Georgia
State on their way to their seventh
straight non-conference victory.
Jenkins led her team to a 46-26
halftime lead, hitting eight of nine
shots from the floor and scoring 17
points.
The second half was not much better for the Panthers. The closest they
came was 69-50 with 7:30 remaining.
The Lady Tigers proceeded to stretch
their lead to 33 points on the way to

Brian Tyler/staff photographer

The Tigers' Lisa Brown looks to pass in Wednesday night's 96-68 win
over Georgia State.
an easy victory, marking the end of the two teams.
their out-of-conference regular
"The Georgia game would have to
season.
be our biggest win of the year so far.
The ladies won a big home game We have had the opportunity to win
over Georgia this past Saturday, bigger games, but we didn't make the
scoring a 73-65 upset over the 13th- most of our chances," Davis said. "It
ranked Lady Bulldogs.
was gratifying to be able to hang in
Karen Ann Jenkins led Clemson there and win this one in the end."
with 16 points, hitting seven of 12
Monday night the Lady Tigers
shots from the floor. Cheryl Nix came went on the road to take on the 49ers
off the bench to score 15. Ramona of UNC-Charlotte. They left CharO'Neal pulled down a game-high 10 lotte with another non-conference vicrebounds for the Lady Tigers, while tory, beating UNC-C 77-44. Center
Susan Fehling dished out 10 assists.
Louise Greenwood had game-highs of
The Lady Tigers held their largest 18 points and eight rebounds.
lead of the game at 42-19 with 18:52 Michelle Bryant and Cheryl Nix came
left in the game. Georgia started a off the bench to score 13 and 11
rally late in the game, cutting the points, respectively, with Nix hitting
Clemson lead to eight points with all three of her three-point attempts.
1:28 left, but that was as close as the
Saturday at Littlejohn the Lady
Bulldogs would come, as the home Tigers return to their ACC schedule
team held on for the win.
to take on the seventh-ranked
The victory marked the first time Virginia Cavaliers. Clemson dropped
that Clemson has beaten Georgia a heartberaker to the Cavs in
since 1979. The Lady Bulldogs had Charlottesville earlier this month,
won the last five meetings between 67-64.
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Football team recruiting class called 'best ever' by many

by Bill Vereen
staff writer
Clemson completed its football recruiting last week, and
talent scouts around the
country are calling the results
"incredible."
The Tigers have been in
the top 20 in recruiting since
1980, but this year's crop is
being called the best group
(on paper) that Clemson has
ever landed.
"Super Prep" magazine
ranked Clemson third, following only Notre Dame and
Fenn State in garnering the
best high school talent. The

Tigers were also acknowledged
as having one of the finest
classes in the South—the best
in the ACC and in South
Carolina.
Included among the 25
signees are five players who
made the "Parade" AilAmerican team and 12
players who made at least one
All-American squad.
Clemson's most highly decorated recruit this year is
defensive back Tyrone
Mouzon from Dunedin, Fla.
The 6' 2", 220-pound Mouzon
was named to seven different
All-American teams and was

Trailing

well next year will be 6' 2",
185-pound Chris Gardocki of
Stone Mountain, Ga. Gardocki is considered to be the
nation's premier kicker this
year after an outstanding
career at Redan High School.
Gardocki's accomplishments
include a state record 59-yard
field goal, a 45.8-yard average
as a punter, and putting 52 of
last season's 58 kickoffs into
the end zone.
Clemson also signed two of
the country's top quarterback
prospects in Michael Carr of
Amite, La. and Rico Brogna
of Watertown, Ct. Carr is con-

EVERY MONDAY IS DOLLAR DAY

EVERY
MON.

SUPREME DREAM
TAKE YOUR PICK

12 NOON TO 12 MIDNIGHT
BUY ONE 10" PIZZA YOUR CHOICE

14" SUPREME PIZZA
PLUS 2 COKES

GET 2nd 10" PIZZA SAME VALUE YOUR CHOICE

**FOR$1.00

EVERY
TUES.

EVERY
WED.

16" SUPREME PIZZA
PLUS 3 COKES

GOOD TIL
FRI., 3/4/88

* TUESDAY'S SUB SPECTACULAR
BUY ONE F00TL0NG SUB-Y0UR CHOICE!
GET 2nd SUB-SAME VALUE

% PRICE!

THUR.

WEDNESDAY'S SUPER SAVER
Medium 14" Pizza with one of your favorite toppings
. Plus 2 ice-cold Cokes

FOR COUPON CREDIT
TELL PERSON TAKING YOUR 0R0ER YOU ARE USING THIS C0UP0K

00

WITH ONE OF YOUR FAVORITE TOPPINGS
+TAX

GOOD TIL
FRI., 3/4/88

&

DINE IN, CARRY OUT, FAST, FREE, HOT DELIVERY

^JL,^*

$3.50 Minimum Order on Campus—$7.00 Minimum Order in Delivery Area

GOOD TIL
FRI., 3/4/88

Call Chanelo's 654-6990 in Clemson
107 College Avenue

vs. UNC-C
GOOD TIL
FRI., 3/4/88

Thursday
3 p.m.

MEN
HEEDED
APPLY AT

Order your favorite 14" or 16"
regular-price pizza with 2 or
more toppings, get $2 off.
One coupon per pizza.
Dine in—delivery—take out.

FOR COUPON CREDIT
TELL PERSON TAKING YOUR ORDER YOU ARE USING THIS COUPON

BUY 2 SHORT SUBS
YOUR CHOICE
GET 3rd SUB

RUY 1 CHEF SALAD
GET SECOND CHEF SALAD
FOR Vz PRICE

GOOD TIL
FRI., 3/4/88

SAME VALUE

-I

SIX
D£LIVERV

$100 OFF!

FREE
SUB COUPON

FOR COUPON CREDIT
TELL PERSON TAKING YOUR ORDER YOU ARE USING THIS COUPON

and Georgia

Order any 14", 16" or 20"
regular-price pizza, get $1 off.
One coupon per pizza.
Dine in—delivery—take nit.

TELL PERSON TAKING YOUR ORDER YOU ARE USING THIS COUPON

ONLY $11.99 EVEN

AND 4 ICE-COLD COKES
GOOD FRI.-SAT.-SUN.

OFF!

FOR COUPON CREDIT

PARTY WEEKEND SPECIAL
20'TARTY PIZZA WITH ONE OF YOUR FAVORITE TOPPINGS
Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Ham, Ground Boot, Graen Poppers, Canadian Bacon,
Black Olives, Green Olives, Sausage, Onions, Anchovies, Extra-Thick Crust

y2 -PRICE COUPON

3 p.m.

$2

1

XTRA TOPPINGS-ONLY 99* EACH

EVERY
FRI.
SAT.
SUN.

«H 0 nn
It.yy

Order your favorite 16" or 20"
regular-price pizza with 3 or
more toppings, get $3 off.
One coupon per pizza.
Dine in—delivery—take out.

GOOD TJL
FRI., 3/4/88

$6.75 EVEN

$7.99

nn

lU.yy

$300 OFF!

THURSDAY IS LG. 16" PIZZA
EVERY

s<1 n

FOR COUPON CREDIT
TELL PERSON TAKING YOUR ORDER YOU ARE USING THIS COUPON

Tiger Baseball

Wednesday

sidered to be the best option
quarterback in the country
after rushing for close to
1,000 yards his senior year.
Brogna, who is also a highlyrated kicker and punter, was
named Connecticut Player of
the Year by "USA Today."
The fifth "Parade" AllAmerican to sign with the
Tigers was Junior Hall, a 6'
1", 210-pound fullback from
Gastonia, N.C. Hall gained
more than 1,000 yards three
straight seasons for Ashbrook High and registered an
incredible 53 touchdowns in
33 high school games.

CHANELO'S
REAL PIZZA DEALS!

from page 16

followed by a few expletives,
he thinks the person is calling
him, then yelling at another
person sitting behind him.
Here's a guy who was fired
from his job at the University
of Maryland after the death of
Len Bias and was seen on
Food Lion commercials asking for a job application, and
he thinks that everybody who
yells at him is his buddy.
We ran a picture of Lefty
from the Clemson-UNC game
in last week's "The Tiger"
just so you could see some of
the things that I'm talking
about in this week's "Trailing
the Tiger." If you've got your
back copy ready, you might
want to first notice the grin.
That's the unmistakable
"heh, heh, heh" grin.
Second thing is that he is
obviously reading Dean
Smith's mind as he instructs
J.R. Reid in the locker room
at halftime. "Dean's tellin'
J.R. just to relax and that his
points will come. Don't worry
about those guys that say
they are going to beat you up
if we don't make the spread,
he's sayin'." His broadcasting partner is obviously
amazed at his telepathic
ability.
That's another thing. How
would you like to work with
Lefty? Most color commentators are supposed to sit in
the background and only talk
when the play-by-play guys
say it's all right. But Lefty
takes his own cue.
Well, no matter what the
future holds for Lefty as an
announcer, I hope that he can
do as Al McGuire did and
become an announcer who
provides insight on the game,
instead of reading the
coaches' minds.

described by recruiting expert Max Emfinger as one of
the two best high school
defensive backs in the country last season.
The Tigers also landed
'Chester McGlackton, a 6'4",
273-pound linebacker and
defensive lineman who made
five All-American teams this
past season. The Whiteville,
N.C., native was called the
fourth-best player in the country and the number one defensive line prospect, according
to Emfinger.
Looking to replace AllAmerica kicker David Tread-

L

FREE
SAME VALUE

FOR COUPON CREDIT
TELL PERSON TAKING YOUR ORDER YOU ARE USING THIS COUPON

REAL DOUBLE DEALS

SIX
DELIVERY
Get tWO 10" Cheese |)iZZaS for $6.99/extra toppings, 99c covers both
MEN
Get tWO 12" Cheese piZZaS for $7.99/extra toppings, $1.19 covers both
NEEDED
Get tWO 14" Cheese [)iZZaS for $9.99/extra toppings, $1.39 covers both
APPLY AT
Get tWO 16" Cheese piZZaS fOr $11.99 /extra toppings, $1.79 covers both CHANELO'S
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Track teams have solid
showings at indoor meet
by Rhett Berger
staff writer
Both the men's and
women's track teams made a
solid showing at the Clemson
Open Track Meet in Littlejohn Coliseum last Saturday.
Athletes from Appalachian
State, Western Carolina,
South Carolina and East Tennessee State participated in
the meet. The event was not
team-scored.
In the women's field events,
Appalachian State captured
two events as Linda McKoy
won the high jump with a leap
of 5'5" and then won the triple jump with a distance of
36'8". Western Carolina's
Sandra Davis won the long
jump with an 18'8" leap.
Patricia Cuffee of Clemson
won the shot put with 40"2".
In the women's running
events, Clemson won thretf
races, while Appalachian
State captured four. Tne
Lady Tigers' Elsa Breit won
the women's mile run with a
time of 4:50.29 and the 800
meters with a 2:18.06 time.
"Elsa has a good chance to
make the NCAA Championships in the mile," said Lady
Tiger Head Coach Wayne
Coffman.
Coach Coffman hopes to
finish third in the ACC Championships this weekend in
Johnson City, Tenn.
"This is the first year the
Clemson women's team has
had a full track program. We
don't have enough people to
compete in every event. The
championship will be between
UNC and Virginia, and we'll
challenge Maryland for

third."
Individually, Clemson has
three legitimate ACC Championship contenders in Elsa
Breit, defending ACC discus
champion Jeannie Burris and
All-American Ute Jamrozy.
In the men's field events,
Clemson won two events
while Appalachian State won
three. Appalachian State's
Leigh Hawkins won the
men's shot put with a
distance of 50*9" and later
won the 35-pound weight
throw with a 521.5" effort.
Clemson won four races in the
men's running events. The
Tigers' Charlie James won
the 55-meter dash with a time
of 6.37. Earl Bates of Western
Carolina won the 200-meter
dash with a time of 21.93 as
Charlie James came in at
22.03 to finish third. Clemson
won the 4 X 400-meter relay
in 3:17.39 and won the 4 X
800 in a time of 7:53.12.
Clemson All-American Terrance Herrington won both
the 800 meters and the mile in
times of 1:52.31 and 4:13.15,
respectively.
The men's team won the
ACC Indoor Championship
last year, and Flynn expects
the Tigers to finish high again
this weekend in the championship meet.
"We won the ACC last year
in a battle with NC State.
.This yeaX will be much the
same. We are probably the
strongest distance team, but
NC STate has the edge in
sprints. We've lost some key
people to injuries, so we're going to need surprise performances from our less
experienced runners."

"TAKE ME TO COLUMBO'S
or LOSE ME FOREVER!"

Summer job openings for camp counselors at Camp Sea Gull
(boys) and Camp Seafarer (girls). Serving as a camp counselor is a
challenging and rewarding opportunity to work with young people,
ages 7-16. Sea Gull and Seafarer are health and character
development camps located on the coast of North Carolina and
feature sailing, motorboating, and seamanship, plus many usual
camping activities including a wide variety of major sports.
Qualifications include a genuine interest in young people, ability
to instruct in one phase of the camps' programs, and excellent
references. For further information and application, please write a
brief resume of training and experience in area(s) skilled to Don
Cheek, Director, Camp Sea Gull, or to Judy Bright, Director, Camp
Seafarer; P.O. Box 10976, Raleigh, NC 27605 (919-832-6601).
REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE AT THE
CAMP PLACEMENT DAY
FEB. 23

TOWNHOMES
AJ-iy
* ^r
yj)

Less
.Ltess than
until the
uie t^usi
Cost ui
of a Dorm!
uunu:

Spacious, Clean, Quiet Residential Neighborhood!
Close to Campus!
Each student has his own study area

ALL LUXURY TOWNHOMES INCLUDE:
• Large kitchen with spacious cabinets; frost-free refrigerator; double stainless-steel sink
with stove, dishwasher.
• Metal-clad front door with deadbolt lock, security light.
• Wall-to-wall carpeting throughout.
• Decorator furnishings for four.
• Individual study areas.
• Subtle well-lighted parking.
• Smoke detectors.
• Each room prewired for telephone and TV cable.
• Swimming pool with party area.
• 4 blocks from campus.
• Lush landscaping nestled among large trees (privacy).
• Very convenient to shopping, fast foods, and entertainment.
• Two-bedroom, IVi-bath townhouse $61,900.
• Owning or renting for less than the cost of a dorm.
PRE-RENTAL PROGRAMS AVAILABLE FOR FALL SEMESTER
DUE TO THE TREMENDOUS
RESPONSE—ONLY ONE
LEFT AT THIS PRICE!

TOWNHOMES
• NOW ACCEPTING RESERVATIONS •

Sales Information
Collect (803) 654-3444
480 Bentbrook Lane • Clemson, SC 29631

£lieffeUi|lork®imeg
BEST SELLERS

THE STUDENT BOOK STORE
Fast-Free Delivery
Top Gun of Pizza

NOW HAS THE BEST SELLERS

Please tell order person which coupon you are using

FICTION • NON-FICTION

FREE! 3-ltr. Pepsi
With purchase of any 2 or
more topping regular-price pizza,
any size! or any 2 foot-long
subs at regular price.
Offer good while supply lasts

PAPERBACKS • HARDBACKS
SPECIAL OFFER ON
A DAY IN THE LIFE OF AMERICA,
ONLY $32.95.

or
Use any local competitor's coupon
under certain rules call and
find out—654-1103
Valid until May, 1988

STUDENT BOOK STORE
DOWNTOWN CLEMSON
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•Pack downs grapplers
•in final home match
by Nelson Berry
staff writer

•

•
t

•

•
,

•

The Tiger wrestling team
dropped an important conference match against NC
State Saturday night. The
Wolfpack defeated the Tigers
27-10 as they remained
unbeaten in the ACC with a
5-0 record. Their overall
record improved to 13-4.
Meanwhile, the Tigers saw
their overall record drop to
10-5 and their conference
mark dip to 2-2. The Tigers
could only manage two wins
and two ties in the ten weight
classes.
Donnie Heckel gave the
Tigers their only lead of the
night as he won the 188pound class with a 6-3 win
over Mark Annis. The win
gave Heckel a 20-9 season
mark and the Tigers a 3-0
lead.
The Wolfpack pulled even

RECORDS • TAPES • CD'S
IMPORTS • T-SHIRTS
NEW & USED

$2 OFF

when Mike Stokes defeated
Mike Bodily 10-3. The match
remained even after the
134-pound class as the the
Tigers' Bill Domasky tied
State's Bill Hershey.
The Wolfpack dominated
the match the rest of the way.
The Tigers' Bill Orr salvaged
a tie in the 158-pound
category. The Tigers won
their remaining match in the
190-pound division as Matt
Marcenelle defeated Ty
Williams 3-2.
The Tigers face Maryland
today at College Park in a
crucial ACC match, the
Tigers' last regular-season
conference match. Presently,
the Tigers are third in the
ACC and the Terps are fifth.
The Tigers close out their
regular season at Virginia
State on Sunday.
The ACC Tournament will
be held March 4-5 in Charlottesville, Va.

ANY PURCHASE OVER $10
fpl[*»i
CLEMSON

Sale items excluded
Limit 1 per person
Expires 2/26/88

'Relive the National Championship**
Sunday, Feb. 21 • 3 p.m. • Littlejohn Coliseum
The Place:
Halftime of the Clemson-Virginia Basketball Game
The Event:
The Presentation of the
1987 National Soccer Championship Rings
Postgame:
Autograph Session with the National Champions
First 4,000 Fans to Receive Championship Team Photo

ROCKLINE 654-1560

<H-o

ft

WCCP 1560

■

LOOKING FOR A SUMMER JOB?

CAMP PLACEMENT DAY

I

Tuesday, Feb. 23 • 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
University Union • Palmetto Ballroom
Camp directors from across the Southeast
will be on campus interviewing students for
summer jobs. Camps represented include:
North Carolina
Camp Merrie-Woode
Camp Seafarer (YMCA)
Camp Sea Gull (YMCA)
Camp Golden Valley (Girl Scout)
Camp Mondamin
Camp Green,Cove
Camp Hope (YMCA)
Camp Flintlock
Mecklenburg Scout Reservation (BSA)
Camp Broadstone
Camp Cherrio (YMCA)
Keystone Camp
Camp Mishemokwa
Georgia
Keyauwee Program Center
Camp Toccoa (Campfire)
Georgia Lions Camp for the Blind (Girl Scout)
Camp Pine Acres (Girl Scout) Camp Sky Ranch
Camp Timber Ridge (Girl Scout) Camp Pisgah (Girl Scout)
Camp Greenville (YMCA)
Camp Cherokee
Camp Dogwood for the Blind
Camp Dixie
Camp Adventure
Trinity Pools
Camp Daniel Boone (BSA)
Camp Burgiss Glen (YWCA)
Tennessee
Camp Carolina
Nakanawa Camps
Camp Rockbrook
Camp Sycamore Hills
Camp Easter in the Pines
(Girl Scout)

South Carolina
Camp Hope/Sertoma
Camp Chatuga
Camp Long (4H)
Camp Bob Cooper (4H)
Camp Burnt Gin
■Greenville Adventyre Camp
Camp Buc
Bethelwoods Presbyterian Camp
Camp Old Indian (BSA)
Camp Thunderbird (YMCA)
Camp Wabak

Pennsylvania
Camp Tweedale (Girl Scout)
Camp Tohikanee (Girl Scout)

"OLE" NORM'S INC,
BUILDING SUPPLIES
HARDWARE
SPORTING GOODS

Alabama
Alpine Camp for Boys

Well over 1,000 different SUMMER JOBS
offered for:
t Counselors
• Nurses
• Program Directors • Activity Instructors
• Support Staff
• and much more
Sponsored by the Parks, Recreation,
I and Tourism Management Department.
For more information, call 646-7502.
_

HWY. 93 & 123

PHONE (803) 654-1652

P. O. BOX 966

CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA 29631
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All-American hopes to come back from injury
by Palmer Cenci
staff writer
Ute Jamrozy has her sights
set high for this year's outdoor track season. The twotime All-American said, "I'm
looking forward to the outdoor season. I hope I can
qualify for the outdoor nationals in Oregon." This may
be a steep goal for most, but it
is in the reach of the senior
long-distance runner from
Westfehmarn, West Germany.
Ute's greatest achievements
in track came during the 1985
and 1986 seasons. In her
freshman season she gained
All-ACC and All-District
honors in cross country, and
All-American in outdoor
track. During the outdoor
season, she qualified for the
NCAA Championships in the
3000- and 10,000-meter
events. At the NCAA meet in
Indianapolis, she captured
fourth place in the 10,000-

player profile
meter race with a time of
33:14.83, setting a Clemson
record.
Those accomplishments
were just the start of Jamrozy's success. In the fall of
1986 she excelled in cross
country, and in the winter she
was just as outstanding indoors.
The fall cross country
season was Jamrozy's greatest season at Clemson. Ute
finished first in the ACC
Championships and fourth in
the nationals to help her earn
All-ACC, All-District and
All-American awards.
During the indoor season,
she was the ACC champ in
the two-mile run. She also
qualified for the NCAA Championships in the 3000-meter
run with a school-record time
of 9:15.04. She added another
Clemson record that season

by running the two-mile in
9:58.88.
An ankle injury hampered
Ute Jamrozy's performance
during the outdoor season of
1987. Unfortunately for Ute,
that injury was just the
beginning. She was slowed
down all summer by foot
problems and an injury to her
lower back. "I was injured all
summer, so I couldn't practice," Ute said.
Jamrozy has been training
hard to try to regain her AllAmerican form. She was not
pleased with her performance
during the past cross country
season, but she is looking forward to the outdoor season.
"I felt last cross country
season that there was something missing," Ute said.
Hopefully she can find that
something that led her to the
top two years ago.
Ute said injuries are not a
problem right now, and her
training has been successful.

$ 3900.00 * tax
Clemson Computer, Inc
1007-110 West Tiger Blvd.
654-9672
Authorized Radio Shack Dealer

Ute Jamrozy
Track All-American
West Germany named Elsa
Breit.
"I met her at a meeting and
she told me about studying
here," Ute said.
Track coach Wayne Coffman has to be extremely
pleased with the unintentional recruiting done by
Breit. After all, he picked up
one of the best runners in
Clemson history.
This is Ute's last year of
eligibility athletically. She
will be returning to Clemson
next fall to receive her degree
in parks, recreation and
tourism management.

YouCanAffoiriA
GreatSteakAnyNgit
QrEveryNigJit.

Tandy 4000
80386 16 MHz Processor
3.5 inch 1.44M floppy drive
40 mejy hard drive
Tandy EGA Monitor
1 Mejf memory
parallel port
serial port
clock calender

"In the last two to three
months, I've been building
my mileage up," she said. The
10,000-meter run is Ute's best
event outdoors and is the
event in which she hopes to
qualify for the NCAA's.
She has something on her
mind before the outdoor season, though. This weekend
she will be traveling to Tennessee to compete in the indoor ACC championships in
the 3000 meters. She is using
this meet as a measuring
device to see how well she has
come back from her injuries
so far.
"I don't know how fast I
am or what kind of shape I'm
in now," Ute said, "but I'm
looking forward to the competition." A strong showing
in Tennessee could be just
what Ute needs to lead her
into the outdoor season.
Ute Jamrozy became interested in Clemson from a
former Tiger track star from
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CHOICE" 7-oz. SIRLOIN DINNER
Good for All Members of Your Party (f
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$

Not Valid With Any Other Offers. At Participating
1? pctonr'jnfc
Restaurants.
Tax Not
Included.
Good Through April 1, 1988
1067 Tiger Blvd. • 654-9060

j 3.99

GOLDEN
1 CORRALz)
Our Steaks Taste Better
Because They Are Better.
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Homemade Onion Rings
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Gyros
654-3829
Open Late Mon.-Sat.
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